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Abstract 

 

Electronic Patient Record is the Electronic format of traditional paper-based Patient Records 

stored on digital devices. The benefits associated with the adoption of Electronic Patient Record 

(EPR) can be strong motivators for transferring from traditional paper-based health systems to 

electronic healthcare systems. Based on Literature Review, Integrating or sharing Electronic 

Patient Record systems facilitate the collaboration between healthcare entities and brings 

benefits including enhancement in efficiency and quality of care through enhanced information 

sharing capabilities. On the other hand, sharing EPR systems impose new threats to the EPR 

systems such as loss of control from healthcare provider. Therefore, Electronic Patient record 

privacy and data security is the primary concern that requires to be preserved because Electronic 

Patient Records are sensitive. 

 In this work, I illustrated an in-depth literature review in EPR sharing’s security and privacy 

field. Moreover, I have taken 2 case studies, Iran and Sweden nations, to accomplish interviews 

and data collection for the final results and findings.  

The purpose of this thesis is to answer the research question “how can protect Electronic Patient 

Record’s security and privacy in Electronic Patient Record Systems sharing”. As a result of this 

research, coordination of different security and privacy laws among different EPR systems is the 

priority issue in EPR sharing’s security and privacy.  
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Chapter I 

1. Introduction 
 

Introduction chapter consists of Background, Problem description, Objective, Research question, 

Outcome of the study, and outline overview sections of this master thesis. Background section 

describes the preliminary definitions and concepts of EPR privacy and data security field. 

Problem description presents the identified problem that this research discovers. Objective 

section presents the main goal that motivated me to do this research. Research question section 

presents the main research question and sub-questions of the thesis. Outcome of the study section 

shows the final results of this study.  Outline overview section demonstrates a schematic 

overview of thesis’s structure.   

 

1.1 Background 
  

Healthcare comprises of highly expensive and complex services that have an eminent impact on 

economies and the quality of patients’ daily life (Berry and Bendapudi, 2007). Electronic 

healthcare (e-Health) is a promising technology which attracts the attentions of many industries 

and academia. Many institutions around the world are trying to develop electronic healthcare 

systems because traditional medical records are inadequate in meeting the requirements of 

modern medicine (Shortliffe, H.E. and Blois, M.S., 2000).  

The document frame for sharing and exchange medical information is called Electronic Health 

Record (EHR) and the IT infrastructure that enables sharing technically is called EHR system. 

“Electronic health (eHealth) care system … describes the application of information and 

communication technologies across the whole range of function that affects the PHI (Personal 

Health Information). The electronic Health system shows a high potential to improve the quality 

of diagnosis, reduce medical costs and help to address the reliable and on-demand healthcare 

challenges posed by the aging society” (Barua M., et al., 2011). Electronic Healthcare consists of 

many parts to present sufficient e-healthcare services to patients such as Electronic Patient 

Record systems, Electronic medical record, and e-subscriptions.  
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Patient Record (PR) means any information related to patients that have been gathered during 

the care. Electronic Patient Record (EPR) means any Patient Record that can be available 

electronically.  To clarify, Electronic Patient Record means to transfer paper based patient 

records as an Electronic form to be able to store on digital devices.  Technology has the ability to 

move healthcare services to a more proactive and consumer oriented model of care and improve 

the cost, quality, and accessibility of healthcare services. Electronic patient records decrease the 

errors of treatment by enabling patients to follow their course of treatment and providing 

communication channels between patients and caregivers. 

The primary advantage of using EPR is “more and better access to patient information” in 

compare to Paper-based Patient Record (Kahnamoui, 2004). The EPR will strength the position 

of patient, because he can have more and easier control over his health information and can 

follow the progress of his own illness. (Johan G. Beun, 2003). Electronic Patient Record systems 

(EPRS) aim to provide an environment to safely sharing and exchanging patients’ records.  

The EU Directive 2011/24/EU (EU Cross-Border Health Directive) sets out the patient’s rights 

in 28 February 2011 and encouraging the development and adoption of EPRs through Europe. 

The Smart Open Services (SOS) is one of the pilot projects that working of developing EPRs in 

national, regional and local level. It investigates ICT-based services in these sectors to span EPR 

in Europe and link with national pharmacy systems. Sharing patient’s medical record can 

minimize the risk of any complications. (Kierkegaard, P., 2011). 

 The problem (problem description 1.2) is that, maybe the Electronic Patient Records (EPR) have 

been stored on different Electronic Patient Record systems as duplicated or by potential errors. 

So, each Electronic Patient Record system must consider security and privacy issues and 

implementations as one significant priority.  

As the European Data Protection Supervisor Peter Hustin mentioned “the potential benefits of 

the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in healthcare are evident. It can 

enhance effectiveness, reduce costs, increase accessibility of healthcare services and improve the 

quality of healthcare. But these potential benefits can only be enjoyed in practice, if we can 

ensure a strong trust in healthcare systems and a strong protection of health data and patient’s 

data in general” (Hustinx Peter, 2010). 

Privacy is one of the primary and fundamental human rights and the basic privacy protection 

principles and roles are unified (EU Directive 95/46/EC, NHS Code of Practice, 2003). Privacy 
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of health information is defined as “…the right and desire of a person to control the disclosure of 

personal health information (Rindfleisch, T.C., 1997)”. Disclosure is “the revealing of 

identifiable health information to anyone other than the subject (BMA Ethics, 2001). The Code 

of Fair Information Practices (FIP) defines privacy as following; “There must be a way for a 

person to prevent information about the person that was obtained for one purpose from being 

used or made available for other purposes without the person’s consent”. Establishing proper 

privacy and security legislations to define patients’ rights to disclose data by patient’s consent is 

necessary.  Patients need to know how their information will be kept and who can access their 

record and for what purpose (Waegemann, C.P., 2000). Technical and organizational measures 

have to be implemented by data controller to protect patient data against accidental or unlawful 

loss, alternation, unauthorized disclosure or access data over network, and against all other 

unlawful activities.  

According to the National Committee for Vital and Health Statistics (2006), Healthcare privacy 

includes information security, confidentiality and security in healthcare system. That is to say, 

“Health information privacy is an individual’s right to control the acquisition, uses or disclosures 

of his or her identifiable health data. Confidentiality refers to the obligations of those to whom 

the data relates. Security… refers to physical, technological, or administrative safeguards or tools 

used to protect identifiable health data from unwarranted access or disclosure.” According to 

Chou DC, et al., (1999), security and privacy implementations are different. Privacy is dealing 

with policy but security is dealing with tools to implement the policy. According to Qingfeng C., 

et al., (2008) Data security means how to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of messages 

that are being transmitted over network.  

 

1.2 Problem description 
 

Despite of the EPR advantages, HIE (sharing ERPs with other Healthcare providers) or EPR 

system sharing possess new challenges and threats to the patient privacy and data security.  

Experts expressed their concerns that HIE can be a future health privacy risk, make challenges to 

keep up with best practices and technology developments, come up with inadequate data 

security, governance and policy. In addition, there are concerns that EPR sharing may lead to 

lose the control of data by healthcare providers, so it will result in inappropriate use of sensitive 
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patient records, and lead to the privacy concern (Bowman D., 2011). In addition, it might bring 

direct costs to EPR sharing by investing in privacy and security protective technologies or staff 

specializing in privacy and security issues (Adjerid I., et al., 2011). If the proper consideration is 

not given to the secure sharing of EPRs, there would be inappropriate disclosure of sensitive 

health data and loss of control. Therefore, to sharing EPR, there is a high need of the privacy and 

data security protections that could facilitate EPR sharing progress and success. This study 

investigates existing challenges confronting with protection of EPR security and privacy sharing 

as a specific research problem that it highlights research question and sub questions in the 

following section.   

 

1.3 Objective 
 

The main objective of this master thesis is to identify EPR sharing privacy and data security 

issues that are significant in protection of EPR. Accordingly, this thesis presents the results of a 

systematic literature review concerning challenges and solutions of EPR Privacy and Data 

security when EPRs are sharing among different EPR systems along with case studies 

investigation. There are 2 case studies, Iran and Sweden, which will be interviewed about 

privacy and data security protection of their EPR systems. This work enables reader to learn 

about EPR sharing’s privacy and security challenges and solutions.  

 

1.4 Research questions 
 

Based on the research objective that is about proposing EPR sharing’s security and privacy 

issues, Therefore, The main research question in this master thesis described as: 

“How to protect Patient Records’ privacy and security in Electronic Patient Record 

systems sharing?” 

 

In answering this main research question, I carried out the following three research sub-questions 

in this research.  

 

1. What are the challenges confronting with sharing Electronic Patient Records? 
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2. What are the important issues to privacy and data security when sharing data between 

different electronic patient record systems? 

3. What existing solutions are there available to protecting patient privacy and data 

security?  

 

1.5 Outcome of study 
 

This study aims at investigating how to protect Electronic Patient Records privacy and data 

security when sharing or even storing in the EPR system. Therefore, this thesis looks for 

previous studies about EPR security and privacy and finding existing challenges and solutions to 

resolve these challenges. The results of the study demonstrate important issues that help to 

protect EPR such as high-level security implementations with the case studies investigation. In 

another words, this study focuses on privacy and data security of EPR, to not disclosing EPR to 

unauthorized accesses, and can be used as a future work for a specific case study method and 

also a worthwhile literature review in the EPR field. 

 

1.6 Outline Overview  

 
This thesis structure has been organized as follows; Chapter 1 dealt with introduction, 

background, problem description, and objective and research questions.  Chapter 2 or literature 

review covered patient privacy and data security in electronic patient record systems and related 

works in this area. Next, methodology chapter presented the methodology used in this study. 

Then, in Chapter 4, the empirical settings and data collection regarding case studies would be 

presented. In Chapter 5, an analysis of the previous chapters, literature review and empirical 

setting are outlined. In Chapter 6, I discussed the final achievements and further research for 

future researches.  Finally, a discussion about analyses of the literature interview and data 

collection, with implications and contributions are presented in Chapter 7(Figure no.1). 
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Chapter II 

 

2. Literature Review  
 

Conducting a literature review demonstrates the author’s knowledge about a particular field of 

study, including theories, vocabulary, key variables and phenomena, and its methods and history. 

In addition, literature review informs the researcher about the influential researchers and research 

groups in the field of study. Finally with some modifications, literature review could be a 

“legitimate and publishable scholarly document” (LeCompte & colleagues, 2003, p. 124). Hart 

(1998, p.27) described some reasons for reviewing the literature including: 

 Distinguishing what has been done from what needs to be done, 

 Discovering important variables relevant to the topic, 

 Synthesizing and gaining a new perspective, 

 Identifying relationships between ideas and practices, 

 Establishing the context of the topic or problem, 

 Rationalizing the significance of the problem, 

 Enhancing and acquiring the subject vocabulary,  

 Understanding the structure of the subject, 

 Relating ideas and theory to applications, 

 Identifying the main methodologies and research techniques that have been used, 

 Placing the research in a historical context to show familiarity with state-of-the-art 

developments. 

This chapter provides a review of the literature and primary data that already exists in 

correspondence with EPR privacy and data security field. As case study will be settled on the 

research questions and propositions, therefore in order to follow the process of development and 

data collection, it needs to preserve connectivity to literature review (Robert K. Yin, 2009). 

Accordingly, this chapter will initially discuss the literature review search results of this thesis. It 

will then move on to discuss about the sub-research questions as themes including; the 

challenges confronting with sharing EPR between different systems and locations, important 

issues that help to protect privacy and data security of EPR in sharing data between different 
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EPR systems, Existing solutions that have implemented to protecting EPR privacy and data 

security. In this research, research sub-questions identified as themes, and the similar findings 

are listed under each topic and theme. Finally, a summary of discovered literature review 

regarding EPR privacy and data security will be demonstrated.  

 The literature review process in this master thesis has been preceded based on the “input 

processing-output” approach (Levy ad Ellis, 2006). This approach defines literature review 

process as sequential steps to “collect, know, comprehend, apply, analyze, synthesize, and 

evaluate” that can form a firm foundation to the topic and research methodology (Figure no.2). 

In addition, the literature is organized as theme based on research sub-questions to be 

comprehensive and easy to follow (Creswell, 2009).  

 

 

Figure 2 Input Processing-Output 

 

2.1 Literature Review Search 
 

As we cannot deny the importance of previous studies in our work, Therefore, a systematic 

approach has been taken to finding the proper works (Levy and Ellis, 2006). In this process, four 

phases were chosen including;  

1) Extracting the key words and finding all of the related works in “googlescholar”, 

2) Organizing the articles based on their fields of study 

3) Reading the articles based on their “Abstract”, “purpose” and “conclusion”. 

4) Finally eliminating the irrelevant articles based on the research question.  

To preparing a high quality literature review, four steps considered in searching articles based on 

Webster and Watson (2002) and Levy and Ellis (2006) as following; 

1) Searches started from journals 

2) Conferences studied for applicable literature 
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3) Literature has been chose from different data bases 

4) Backward and forward techniques has been applied and most of the searches are 

electronically 

 

2.2 Research Parameters 
 

 

In order to find relevant articles about the subject of the thesis, following key words are used 

for searching; 

1) “electronic patient record”  

2) “EPR” 

3) “Data security”  

4) “Privacy” 

5) “Electronic Health”  

6) “Personal Health Information” 

7) “Health Information Exchange” 

 As I intended to find privacy and data security studies, Hence, I searched the articles which 

investigated privacy and data security (both or each of them) in eHealth and EPR fields. 

 

2.3 Management and Narrow down the Literature Review Input 
 

 

In literature review process, I started reading first by the topic and classified all the works 

base on their (1) Topic, (2) Purpose, and (3) Results. Therefore, collected literatures were 

classified based on their subject. If collected literatures investigated privacy and data security in 

EPR or eHealth (related to Patients), I looked through the document and summarized them in my 

research. Then, after reading each paper, I highlighted important parts that motivated me about 

the research question and research sub-questions. 

678 articles were found in the first step of the search. All of the articles were published 

till 2012 and 160 articles published from 2010 up to 2012. It shows that in recent years, 

researchers were interested in EPR security and privacy. Then, Some restricted conditions were 

applied to narrow down the search results including: (1) if the articles are based on the paper 
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structure in full text, (2) Electronic Patient Record or Electronic Health systems is the topic, (3) 

the article discusses Privacy/Security of Patient’s records and integrating the EPR systems, if not 

removed them. (4) The mobile Health or wireless is not considered in the literature review. The 

conferences or Journals are reviewed through the literature review, however, just Journals 

applied for the result of the research. 

After the first phase of search, 168 articles that had no full text available were removed, So 510 

articles remained. All 510 articles’ abstracts, results, and topics were read, 469 articles were 

removed, because those articles mentioned neither EPR systems, nor EPR privacy and security. 

In reviewing the articles EPR systems and privacy and security of EPR systems were considered 

as the main topic.  The remained 41 articles of full text were read, and then 38 of them met the 

requirement of the research question about EPR privacy and data security (Figure no.3).  
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678 articles were found 

510 can find full text 

41 articles were in EPR field 

38 articles meet the requirement of this research 

168 articles disregarded since 

no full text or availability to 

the article 

469 articles disregarded since 

not mention about EPR 

3 articles disregarded since 

not met EPR privacy and data 

security topic 

Googlescholar database 
Key words are divided to:  

• “electronic patient record”  

• “EPR” 

• “Data security”  

•  “Privacy” 

• “Electronic Health”  

• “Personal Health Information” 

• “ Health Information Exchange” 

Figure 3 Narrow down process of Literature Review 
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2.4 Literature Review Resources  

 

Totally, 38 journals in literature review are used including; IEEE security and Privacy, Elsevier, 

Springer, ACM, and selected English as Language (Table no.1). In the first phases of my 

research, as I decided to work on eHealth security and privacy, I checked articles in the eHealth 

field. Then, I changed my research topic to Electronic Patient Record as one part of eHealth. 

 
 

No Sources 

6 IEEE security and Privacy 

15 Elsevier 

5 Springer 

12 ACM 

Table 1 Literature review resources 

 

 

2.5 Literature Review Search Result 

 

Table number 2 shows the number of articles that found in literature review in this thesis with 

their subjects and sources.  

No Sources Subject No of articles in EPR 

1 IEEE 

security and 

Privacy 

EPR Margreet B. Michel-Verkerke, 2012  

Abdullah A. Akbar, 2002  

Data security Fabio Bracci, 2012  

 

Privacy Vivying S. Y. Cheng, 2007  

Dickson K.W. Chiu, 2007  

Deborah Beranek Lafky,et al. , 2008 
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2 Elsevier EHR 

PHR 

David C. Chou , Amy Y. Chou, 2002 

Robin Gauld, 2004 

Artur Rochaa , 2011 

Bernice S. Elger, 2010 

Patrick Kierkegaard, 2011  

Patrick Kierkegaard, 2012  

M. van der Haak, 2003  

Johan G. Beun, 2003  

Dimitris Gritzalis, 2004  

Helma van der Linden,2009 

EPR James G. Anderson, 2000  

M. van der Haaka,2003  

Dimitris Gritzalis, 2004 

Petra Knaupa, 2006 

Aykut M. Uslu, Ju¨rgen Stausberg, 2008  

3 Springer EPR 

EHR 

Cecily Morrison, et al, 2008  

Don Detmer,  et al,2008   

Privacy Corey M. Angst, 2009  

Martin Dugas, et al, 2008  

Ann Cavoukian, et al, 2010  
 

4 ACM EPR Poulymenopoulou M., et al., 2011 

Aniello Murano, 2009 

Roomp Kirsten, et al, 2006 

Security 

Privacy 

MacCaull Wendy, et al.,2010 

 Terry Huston, 2001  

Data security Inma Carrión, et al., 2011  

 Adam J. Elbirt, 2012 

Data security 

Privacy 

Rebecca T. Mercuri, 2004 

Pawel Jurczyk,Li Xiong, 2008 

Garson, K., Adams, C., 2008 

Pratap Chillakanti, 2004 
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Lorenzo Martino,Suchit Ahuja,2010 

Table 2 Literature review search result 

 
 

As it is described in the research objective, the research question is “How to protect Patient 

Records’ privacy and security in Electronic Patient Record systems sharing?”. Accordingly, the 

research question is divided to three research sub-questions 1.4. In the following section, 

literature review results are illustrated based on the research sub-questions.  
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2.6 Theme 1 (Research Sub-Question no.1) 
 

  

In theme 1, I investigate first research sub-question regarding “the challenges confronting with 

sharing Electronic Patient Record between different systems and locations”. This part is 

completely based on literature review.  

 

EPR storing management: 

EPRs with storing patient records as Electronic format, support continuing efficiency and quality 

of an integrated health service. One of the main issues in health services is managing patient 

records that are spread in different EPR systems. For instance, a dentist stores one set of 

information and a doctor stores another set data to the EPR system. These different kinds of 

storing data by different associations in EPR systems lead to duplication and potential of errors.  

(Rochaa Artur, et al, 2011). 

 

Development of Privacy and security policies: 

To provide health information in healthcare environment, healthcare organizations and other 

entities involved must implement proper security, privacy and confidentiality policies, 

procedures and regulations. According to David C., et al., (2002) “developing a clear, 

enforceable and comprehensive privacy policy” is one of the big challenges in health industry. 

Therefore, in order to ensure about healthcare benefits, there is a need of establishing well-

formulated and well-integrated security, privacy, and confidentiality policies in health industry. 

According to a research that carried out by university of California at Berkeley, the second 

important concern about patients’ privacy is; conflicting regulatory frameworks (conflicting of 

federal and state regulatory frameworks with regards to the health policies). 

 

Coordination of international Healthcare Standards:  

There are variations in providing privacy and data protection of sharing EPRs between 

healthcare providers (Rochaa Artur, et al, 2011). As, the communication between hospitals 

become  difficult due to sharing EPRs, thereby different standards will be created , such as: 

security standards, data-exchange standards, vocabulary standards, communication standards. To 
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name but a few, HL7 (Health Language 7) is a data-exchange or messaging standard that is used 

between healthcare entities to sharing information. The issue of coordinated international 

standards in EPR systems demonstrates challenges. The security and privacy of patient data are 

threatened not just because of outside attacks but also because of absent or improper standards.  

 

Centralized or Decentralized Healthcare: 

Healthcare provider can implement centralized or decentralized repositories in EPR system. 

Centralized means to store all Electronic Patient Records in one location; but decentralized 

means to store information in different locations. EPRs are so heterogeneous and to retrieve data, 

we need to retrieve data from different medical records (Electronic Patient Record Systems). So 

implementing decentralized medical records can threaten privacy and security of patient records. 

Another aspect is to store centralized medical records as argued by Quantin C., et al., (2011) in 

“Medical record: systematic centralization versus secure on demand aggregation”.  But, one of 

the problems of centralization is access management and vulnerability to lose all data in a threat. 

On-demand systems are platforms which cannot have direct access to Data Bases to make 

requests, so there wouldn’t be any changes to destroy or alter medical system and security is 

provided. Moreover, they don’t store data during transactions temporarily and instead store log 

files.  In addition, Slamanig Daniel and Stingl Christian (2008) mentioned that Centralized 

Electronic Health is vulnerable to attacks of persons who are accessing to the system. But, 

According to Patrick Kierkegaard (2012), centralized patient’s medical history could “assist in 

speeding the pace of diagnosis and reducing cost and medical records”. Centralized EPR aids in 

emergency situations when patient is unconscious and also in identifying new diseases, viruses 

or effectiveness of drugs. But, the biggest challenge is “the risk for privacy breaches that could 

allow sensitive health care information to fall into the wrong hands”.   

 

Lack of Public Trust: 

According to Patrick Kierkegaard (2012), some countries have used laws with proper safeguards 

to protect EPRs as it shared electronically and they enabled their patients to monitor their own 

electronic records. The health data should be disclosed to the right users for treatment processes. 

Healthcare provider must “limit their uses and disclosures to minimum necessary”. Therefore, 

healthcare entities require proper policies and procedures to define appropriate level of accesses.  
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Trust is an integral part of a therapeutic relationship.” public perceives that government’s 

approach is just business oriented and managers do not look at PHI through patient’s eyes. 

Moreover, Gold man and Hudson (2000)  argued that “without trusting that their most sensitive 

health information will be safeguarded, patients are reticent to fully and honestly disclose their 

personal information and may be avoided seeking care altogether.”  

 

Unauthorized access to EPR: 

In the annual report to congress, the HHS reported statistics of affected individuals by breaches. 

According to the report the most general causes of large incidents consisting of 500 or more are: 

(1) theft, (2) loss of electronic media or paper records containing protected health information, 

(3) unauthorized access to, use, or disclosure of protected health information, (4) human error 

and (5) improper disposal. In addition, as reported, in compare to 2009, the affected individuals 

by loss of electronic media were greater than affected by unauthorized accesses or human error. 

Moreover, unauthorized access to health data consists of hacking the credit card of patients and 

system or unauthorized employees accessing protected health information (HHS, 2010). 
A
  

Another report that conducted by Ponemon Institute (December 2011), found that while there is 

an incensement in compliance with HIPPA and HITECH Act, But healthcare data breaches as 

patient privacy and medical identity theft is rising. Using mobile devices putted the healthcare 

services at risk. The statistics in the report shows 81% of respondents say that employees use the 

mobile devices to use PHI, 49% say that their organizations are doing nothing to protect mobile 

devices, so the reported breaches is 32% in 2011.  

 

Patient Consent:  

Simon, S., et al. (2009) performed a qualitative study in a domain of patients’ attitudes towards 

Health Information Exchange (HIE)
B
 and found out that privacy, security and consent issues are 

the most top concerns. Specific to the HIE and Privacy, Goldstein and Rein (2010) stated the 

importance of patients’ consents and legislations on the development of consent models. Angst 

(2009) discussed the balance of patient privacy and significant benefits promised by health 

                                                           
A http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/breachnotificationrule/breachrept.pdf 
B HIE (Health Information Exchange) defined as “… information sharing collaborations between disparate 
health entities. They are expected to improve efficiency and quality of care through enhanced 
information sharing capabilities” (Adjerid, I., et al, 2011). 
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information exchange. He states that tradeoffs can have technical improvements such as 

designing systems that allow granular consent. 

 

Transferring EPR to the Cloud:  

There are current models of transferring Healthcare data to cloud computing in sharing the 

healthcare systems. But the deployment of cloud computing rises lots of legal issues such as data 

privacy and data security. In fact, adapting cloud computing to e-Health intensifies issues due to 

the processing of patient data and the complexity of European legal framework to provide 

healthcare services (ENISA, 2011). 

 

Theme 1 Summary:  

Clearly, as discussed by theme1-literature review, there is an intervention between all discovered 

challenges. That is to say, with sharing EPR systems, different users such as doctors and dentists 

store different data types in the EPR system. Therefore, managing different inputs to the EPR 

system make challenges to the EPR sharing. Electronic Patient Records could be stored as 

centralized or decentralized structure that each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

For instance, as discussed by literature review, centralized structure has more speed in 

emergency situations than decentralized structure but centralized structure is vulnerable to be 

attacked. Decentralized may lead to EPR storage management’s problems more than centralized 

EPR system. With cloud based security structure, can implement Centralized EPR system but it 

threaten EPR security and privacy. In addition, authorized users should have access to the EPR. 

But, as discussed by literature review there are breaches in EPR storage and unauthorized users 

may have access to EPR. On the other hand, Development of security and privacy policies can 

help to decrease privacy and security problems of EPR sharing. However, developing a clear, 

enforceable and comprehensive privacy policy is one of the big challenges in health industry. 

Based on literature review, there is a lacking of coordination of international healthcare standards 

to exchange and share EPR between different systems. In the EPR sharing, Patient’s consent is a 

requirement to provide EPR privacy. Therefore, healthcare provider must increase patient trust 

regarding EPR protection. But, as discussed by literature review, patients didn’t trust to EPR 

system to share their personal information with different EPR systems. 
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2.7 Theme 2 (Research Sub-Question no.2) 
 

 

In Theme 2, I investigate second research sub-question regarding “important issues that help to 

protect privacy and data security of EPR in sharing data between different Electronic 

Patient Record systems”.  

 

Common security and privacy standards:  

To assure a high level of data protection in EPR sharing, healthcare providers need to use 

security standards in improvements and healthcare models. Milenkovi D, et al., (2012) Suggest 

that health information should be centralized in one place and all of the healthcare entities should 

implement the common security standards and enable the integration of data.  Implementation of 

best practices can provide security and privacy of EPRs.  One another important issue to 

patient’s privacy and data security is to implementing international standards for exchanging 

health data. According to Adele-mari Kleynhans (2011), International standards that mostly are 

adopted widely by different countries are as following; 

- ICD9 or 10 (International Classification of Disease) 

- SNOMED CT(Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical terms) 

- DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) 

- LIONC (Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes) 

- HL7 and HL7 version 2 or 3 (Health Level International) 

- EN/ISO 13606 or other ISO standards (International Organization for Standardization) 

 

Legal and Ethical issues:  

In February 2009, European Union Ministers met at the conference “e-Health for Individuals, 

Society and Economy” to discuss implementation of e-Health across EU. Members stated close 

attention to “legal and ethical issues” including “data protection and privacy issues” and 

increasing existing directives on data protection and privacy. Therefore, e-Health systems (also 

EPR systems as one report) must provide security and privacy of patients’ records in data 

sharing. The principles address “Protection of consumer health information from three basic 

standpoints: appropriate access, optimal accuracy and the highest standards of privacy and 

security for everyone” (M. Brisch, et al., 2009). 
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Proper Access Control:  

According to Dong, N., et al., (2012), privacy and security problems are due to the access control 

weaknesses and there is not much attention to secure communication in healthcare industry. In 

this paper, there are recommendations to provide security and privacy, including; implementing 

cryptographic mechanisms such as bit-commitments, zero-knowledge proofs, digital credentials, 

signed proofs of knowledge, and verifiable encryptions. Therefore, security and privacy 

protocols need to be tested before use. This work defines security and privacy properties and 

modeling the DLVV08 project to provide patient’s privacy and data security. To protect patient’s 

privacy, entities in the communication are annonymouse. According to Gajanayake, R., et al. 

(2012) the most attention is on the privacy based access control. There are three kinds of access 

controls as; discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and role 

based access control (RBAC). Purpose-based access control (PBAC) is “based on the notion of 

relating data objects with purposes. These purposes can determine for what reason, data is 

collected and what they can be used.”. Despite of the complexity of PBAC, there is an utmost 

importance to discover intentions of users for data collection, where privacy protection is 

important. Privacy requirements of a patient in the healthcare systems described as:  

 Patients should have the capability of controlling accesses to their data 

 Patients should have the capability of hiding some of their data from healthcare 

practitioners 

 The administration process of security settings should be easy to handle for patients 

The access control that proposed in this work consists of four mentioned access control. Dong, 

N., et al., (2012) in their article, investigated Challenges in eHealth: From Enabling to Enforcing 

Privacy. In this paper, privacy of eHealth (and also EPR) divided to the Patient’s Privacy and 

Doctor’s Privacy. Patient’s privacy challenge in this work solved with an access control, and 

uses DLV08 protocol to enforce privacy for doctors. One important point is to clarify privacy 

requirements for patient records and proper privacy policies. There are three main approaches to 

implement these requirements of patient privacy including: access control, architectural design, 

and use of cryptography.   
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Anonymization of EPR: 

According to Jurczyk, P., et al., (2008), there are two issues of data sharing including; 1) privacy 

of individuals or data subjects; 2) data confidentiality of institutions or providers. Therefore, to 

sharing health information based on the HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act), data cannot be revealed before de-identification or anonymization. According to Dong, N., 

et al., (2012) to protect patient privacy, all the entities in the communication need to be 

anonymous.  

 

Patient Consent:  

The Tiger Team reported requirements and recommendations about patients’ privacy and 

security. In this report, have been stated that “ Patients be provided with an opportunity to give 

their consent before the provider releases control over exchange decisions to another authority 

such as an HIO. Where patients do not consent to participate in an HIO model, then any required 

exchange would be through a directed exchange” (HHS ONC Tiger Team, 2011). In article 29 

working party have been mentioned that transferring e-Health records to countries is done base 

on patient’s consent or on condition that data are anonymized ( or at least pseudonymised) (WP 

131/2007). There are two ways to provide trust in Information Technology as presented by 

Whitmore (2001) consists of making “agreements between participants” and “the correct and 

reliable operation of IT solutions”.   

 

Strong Authentication Mechanism: 

Patients and healthcare providers have to be legitimate to use the system. They are authorized by 

card, or PIN to enter the system and modify their Records. Also, each user has access to their 

own records and cannot have access to other users’ records in EPR system.  Authentication 

mechanism monitors and limits accesses to the data and is a process that maybe consists of one 

or more than the following attributes; 

 Something patient knows: such as password 

 Something patient has; such as a smart card 

 Something that makes patient being unique; such as finger print 

Implementing 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 factor authentication (consisting of more than one of the above features) 

is better and safer than one factor authentication. To protect patient privacy, passwords must be 
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strong enough and have an expiration time and date. Therefore, healthcare provider must train 

patients about choosing strong passwords and change their passwords every 90-180 days (2 or 4 

times in a year). According to the ISO 17799 security standards, passwords should consider the 

following components (ISO/IEC 17799: British Standards Inst, 2000): 

- Password expiration should be among a period of 90 days 

- Passwords shouldn’t be easy to be guessed or saved on an automation logon 

- Passwords shouldn’t be shared with anyone and be protected  

- Passwords limitation length should be putted in minimum 8 characters 

- The number of incorrect logons before lock out should be set at three 

- Users should be required to choose different types of characters for their passwords 

 

Data Controller and Data processor: 

There is one method that presented by Ruotsalainen P., 2010. It is based on the European Union 

Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC that provides rules to governing personal data. Directive 

95/46/EC defines the roles that are engaging in personal data. There is a Data Subject is defined 

as “ an identifiable person who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference 

to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, 

mental, economic, cultural or social identity.”  The Data Controller is “the natural or legal 

person, public authority, agency or other body, which determines the purposes and means of the 

data processing.” Data Controller is an entity that ensures to provide regulatory under Directive 

95/46/EC. In integrating electronic patient record systems (EPR systems), there is needed to 

implement Data Controller and Data Processor. Data controller sets the policies and roles for 

data processor to be followed. Data controller controls if security and privacy is providing during 

the sessions with data processor.  

 

Theme 2 Summary:  

Clearly, as discussed with theme 2-literature review, there is an intervention between all 

mentioned issues above. That is to say, health information should be centralized in one place and 

all of the healthcare entities should implement the common security standards to enable the 

integration of EPR. Therefore, to protect EPR privacy and data security and prevent from 

unauthorized accesses, proper access controls and strong authentication mechanism should be 
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implemented in the EPR system. Moreover, European Union Ministers stated close attention to 

“legal and ethical issues” including “data protection and privacy issues” and increasing existing 

directives on data protection and privacy. Patient consents must be provided with an opportunity 

to give their consent before healthcare provider releases control over exchange decisions to 

another authority. Patient privacy can be provided by anonymization of EPR that can preserve 

patient’s personal information. Data controller sets the policies and roles for data processor and 

data controller controls if security and privacy is providing during the sessions with data 

processor.  
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2.8 Theme 3 (Research Sub-Question no.3) 
 

 

In Theme 3, I investigate “Existing solutions that have been implemented to protecting EPR 

privacy and data security?” 

 

Role Management:  

According to Patrick Kierkegaard, 2012, Unauthorized users must be prevented by a role 

management (giving the proper access rights to users) and consent management (patient know 

how and when use his/her information). Against server attacks from outside the system should 

deploy the proper firewalls. If the firewalls broken, there should be further attack prevention 

processes in the critical situations. 

 

Data security breach Notification: 

In November 2009, the European Parliament established E-privacy Directive (2009/136/EC) that 

all of the public communication providers need to inform national authorities about data security 

breaches.  The purpose of the personal data notification is to inform entities to protect personal 

information and take the proper security implementations to prevent from any data disclosure.   

 

Privacy Breach Log:  

The second Annual Benchmark study on Patient Privacy and Data security conducted by 

Ponemon Institute released in December 2011 stated that with applying HIPPA and HITECH act, 

data breaches on patient privacy are raising. A data breach defined as “any security breach that 

accidentally or unlawfully results in the destruction, loss, alternation, disclosure or unauthorized 

access to personal data which are processed in the context of the supply personal data and the 

public of electronic communication services.” The recommendation is to keep a record of all of 

the security breaches containing the facts of the breach, the effects of that breach and the 

remedial solutions that have been taken (Denied, Patrick Kierkegaard, 2011). “Privacy Exposure 

Plan” helps to notify privacy breaches and prevent from similar exposures.  Privacy Exposure 

Plan in the EPR system consists of the following information; 

- Defining roles and responsibilities in the EPR system clearly 

- Quick responses from Healthcare provider to privacy breaches 
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- Informing Patients about the breached data  

- Storing  history of privacy breaches and investigate the problems 

- Implement proper security solutions to resolve the feature happening  

- Defining updates and evaluations regularly 

 

Generification:  

Notion of Generification suggested by Pollock Neil and Williams R., (2009). Generification 

means that “the supplier strategy of taking a technology that has worked in one place and 

attempting to make it works elsewhere and in principle, everywhere”. In a conclusion of this 

work, authors mentioned that “The strategic international focus, the new architecture and the re-

factorization occur as a tightly interwoven process.” (Ellingsen G. And Monteiro E.,  2012). 

 

High-level security (security protocol): 

Aniello Murano (2009) suggested that due to the sensitivity of medical information, it is 

necessary to provide high level security by “strict and secure access control policies”, “data 

encryption”, “firewalls”, “secure channels (HTTPS/SSL)” for data communication. According to 

(Kerstin A Kessel, et al., 2012) to protect security and privacy of patient’s records, we should 

establish security protocols as https protocol to exchange data between central server and other 

systems. Security and data protection measures must be implemented to fulfill the legal 

requirements; HL7 and DICOM interfaces are used for data import. Also the data is stored 

pseudonymized in a separate data base and then will be de-pseudonymized for specific users 

(authorized users) such as healthcare provider.  

 

Privacy by Design:  

According to (Cavoukian Ann, et al., 2010) with respecting to patient’s privacy it is essential to 

deliver system functionality and privacy both in design, “A result that may be achieved by 

incorporating privacy into the design phase of technologies, namely, by employing privacy by 

design”.  The purpose of this work is planning privacy directly into the systems in a positive-sum 

manner to protect personal information, maintaining the functionality and health benefits of the 

technologies that being used. Ann Cavoukian emphasizes on the “smart privacy” that means 

building strong technological security implementations into technology (privacy by design) to 
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protect patient’s record from data breaches. Besides privacy into technology, it needs to consider 

developments as clear information practices, outlining when/how/and the purposes of 

collecting/using/modifying/ retaining/ disposing the data with healthcare providers, and 

implementing the proper administrative/technical/physical safeguards in place. Privacy by design 

consists of building the principles of Fair Information Practices (FIP) into the design, operation 

and management of information processing technologies and systems, and then elaborates them 

to the standards as default. In 2005, at the 7th of International Data Protection Commissioner’s 

Conference, a working group described reference set of FIP, called “Global Privacy Standards”. 

There are 10 technology-neutral principles that can be implemented by (privacy by design) 

consisting “consent, accountability, purposes, collection limitation, use, retention and disclosure 

limitations, accuracy, security, openness, access, and compliance”.  In addition, there are 

guidelines developed by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD), called “Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal 

Data”, including; 1) collection limitation principle, 2) Data quality principle, 3) purpose 

specification principle, 4) use limitation principle, 5) security safeguards principles, 6) openness 

principle, 7) individual participation principle, 8) accountability principle. There are 7 key 

principles to achieve the objective of Privacy by Design (PbD) that is to ensure privacy with 

maximum control over personal information and efficient management of the information by 

organizations as healthcare providers, including; 1) proactive not reactive, prevention not 

remedial , 2) privacy as the default , 3) privacy embedded into design , 4) Functionality- 

Positive-sum, not zero-sum , 5) End-to-end lifecycle protection , 6) Visibility and transparency, 

7) Respect to users’ privacy. Privacy and security needs to be integrated into the system from the 

very beginning phases of design, privacy policies and procedures must specify the proper access 

rights and roles, secure communication and encryption mechanisms, transparency in the system 

and protecting and implementing audit logs, user’s satisfaction. Moreover, According to Artur 

Rochaa, et al. (2011), it is very important to mitigate potential risks to EPRs before sharing 

among healthcare services and implement privacy and security protections from very early stages 

of designing EPR.  
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Access Control Mechanisms: 

1) Role Based Access Control (RBAC): According to (Furuie, S.S., et al., 2007) to 

integrate EPR with external healthcare providers require assurance of data integrity, 

authenticity and privacy. The architecture must support integration with digital 

signatures to provide data integrity and authenticity besides proper Role Based 

Access Control (RBAC). According to (Gritzalis, D., Lambrinoudakisb, C., 2004) to 

interconnect EHR systems, security requirements are including; confidentiality, 

content integrity and access control, single-sign-on authentication services, Role-

based access control, Smart authorization, Moreover, 1) to secure the communication 

between users and EHR servers the communication shall be encrypted wit SSL/TLS. 

2) The proper access control policies have to be implemented. 3) Implementing an 

authentication service that users must present their credentials to the local security 

agent. 4) RBAC mechanism specifies accesses to the information based on the user’s 

roles. 5) With smart authorization can implement the proper authorization. 6) Storing 

log files are important to specify who had access to the EPR. According to 

(AHIMA/HIMSS HIE Privacy & Security Joint Work Group, 2011) Role Based 

Access Control (RBAC) is used instead of RBAC due to its simplicity and flexibility.  

2) Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC): In Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) 

users have access to their data based on their unique attributes such as; age, name, 

address, etc. ABAC defines dynamic attributes of subjects and objects in compare to 

RBAC that statically defines access rights (Furnell, S. et al., 2008). According to 

(AHIMA/HIMSS HIE Privacy & Security Joint Work Group, 2011) this access 

control has been criticized by some industries due to its inflexibility and difficulty of 

setting up the initial role structures in the system.   

3) Context and sitBAC model: There are two solutions of access control mechanisms 

from Beimel D., and Peleg M., 2010 about contextual based and SitBAC models that 

are using to develop “privacy preserving access control policies” for healthcare 

entities. Context model is “an extension of the widely used RBAC model where 

logical contextual rules define conditions under which access to a patient’s data is 

granted or denied”.  The model can be described in UML class diagram as a tuple : 

<Role, Object, Operation, Privilege-Type/Role> such as <Patient, view, 
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Identification-section, +>. The SitBAC model is “a conceptual model that enables 

formal representation of detailed situations of access to patient data”. Situations are 

defined by attributes (properties). SitBAC can be the name of the situation, response, 

data requested, Task, relation, etc. As a result, these two models compared in terms of 

1) modeling assignment, and 2) task complexity. There are not big differences 

between two models when they come to comprehending or synthesizing simple data 

access scenarios, but for complex situations, there is a significant advantage to the 

SitBAC in compare to Context model. 

4) RBAC and Context aware authorization roles (Emergency): According to 

(Poulymenopoulou M., et al., 2011) security implementations in ambulance service, 

are role based and context-aware authorization rules to specify which subject can 

have access to which data during which web service execution (context-base 

authorization).  

5) Privacy-aware granular data access control mechanism:  While, traditional role-

based access control isn’t sufficient enough to provide privacy protections and 

doesn’t enforce privacy policies (Ferraiolo & Kuhn 1992; Sanghu et al.1996) (e.g. 

when data collected for one reason shouldn’t be used for another reason), Privacy-

aware Role-based Access Control (P-RBAC) model proposed to support privacy 

policies of patients (Martino et al. 2008). Privacy-aware subject access control and 

granular data access control used widely to accommodate strict privacy requirements 

and different application environments by previous work. The RBAC privileges 

attach to the roles, Therefore, this access control assign access rights based on role 

membership. Users are not assigned permissions directly but only acquire them based 

on their roles, such as adding a user, changing the department (Sandhu R., et al., 

1996).When the requirements become more stringent so access to the data separately 

in sharing eHealth, called Granular data, need to be controlled separately. Granular 

Data Access Control specifies the amount of information that can be shared due to the 

level of Granularity, such as Very high (all the details about user), High (required 

information about user), Low (very little information about user).The cooperation 

between role-based access control and granular access control is not well addressed.  

Because, there are different users are very likely to have distinct access rights so it’s 
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difficult to classify them into the right groups (Hitachi IS Systems, 2009).  In the 

model presented by (C. K. Hung P., 2005), they consider a framework of RBAC with 

privacy-based extension. When a request is sent by a user, the privacy extension that 

has the four parts (purpose, recipient, obligation and retention) decides to grant or 

deny the permission to the subject. Privacy access control demonstrated easy access 

in sharing the systems.  

6) Privacy-aware data access control mechanism: Authentication mechanisms ensure 

that system’s users are who they pretend, but Access Control doesn’t discuss about 

users’ operations in the system. Access Control specifies “the Allowed Activities of 

legitimate users” and its goal is to protect resources from unauthorized accesses. 

Threats to EPRs may come from insiders and outsiders in the Healthcare system, 

therefore to prevent from unauthorized accesses to Electronic Patient Records 

healthcare provider needs to implement proper access controls beside privacy 

policies. Privacy-aware Role Based Access Control means to extend privacy policies 

to RBAC that can preserve privacy of patients. But, there is a big problem of 

inflexibility in RBAC model. Because roles and assignments in the Healthcare may 

changes over time and RBAC doesn’t have enough flexibility to modify data 

constantly (Ferraiolo, D. F. et al., 2007). 

7) Fine Grained Access Control for privacy sensitive data: Healthcare provider requires 

having a fine grained access control for privacy-sensitive data. The access control 

must be “user-centric”, which patients are able to select access rights to their data. Li 

et al, 2011 presents an Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) and also privacy policy to 

provide the security and privacy of e-Health exchanges.   

 

Security Review plan:  

Security review plan with a business impact analysis of systems lead to detect and correct 

security violations. Moreover, security procedures are established based on organization’s needs.  

There should be a management emphasize on “security awareness, periodic security and privacy 

checks, clear policies established for punishment, and self-audit and self-control functions” 

(Scoma, L, 1986). 
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Privacy and Security Regulations:  

In the 2010
th

 of e-Health Initiative survey of HIEs, brought that patients should have right to give 

the formal consent before sharing their data. Moreover, to have the effective sharing of patients 

records, it needs to implement “a national regulatory guidance” and “harmonization of privacy 

and security regulations” (eHealth Initiative, 2010). 

 

Cryptography Mechanism: 

Cryptography is a necessary tool to protect patient’s data security. There are three important 

elements in any encryption, including; the encryption algorithm, the encryption key and 

controlling the key encryption (David C., et al., 2002). Encryption serves for a number of uses in 

Healthcare industry as following: 

 A basis for strong user authentication and access control 

 Protection of online communication and EPRs in computers from intruders (snooping , 

eavesdropping) 

 Validation of information content in unauthorized and undetected modifications 

 Validation of data origin, the physician orders and other transactions and prepare a 

document to show the transactions with the use of digital signature (Committee on 

Maintaining Privacy and Security in Health Care, 1997).  

There are two kinds of cryptography mechanisms including; symmetric cryptography and 

asymmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography uses the same key (secret key) for 

encryption and decryption, but asymmetric cryptography uses one public key to encrypt the 

message and one private key to decrypt the message. To protect the integrity of the message we 

can use the Hash functions such as SHA1, MD5 and etc. Hash function produces one Digest 

from the plaintext message to be sent. There is no two same message digest for one message 

therefore we can be sure of not modifying the original text. According to (Kirsten Roomp, et al., 

2006) to protect the EPRs when storing or transferring them over networks should use Secure 

Hash Function (SHA-1) that produces 160-bit hash code of patient name and date of birth then 

create pseudonyms instead of plaintext patient names. One way of using cryptographic hash 

function is to compute Digital Signature with sender’s private key. RSA is one of the well-

known algorithms to implement Digital Signature. There are different encryption algorithms that 

can be used in EPR, such as DES (Data Encryption Standard), 3DES (Triple DES), AES 
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(Advanced Encryption Standard), Blowfish, IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) 

and RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4). That is not secure to have a key length less than 40-bits because 

brute force attack is feasible(Boonyarattaphan A., et al., 2009). 

 

- Policy Based Encryption: 

According to Garson, K., Adams, C., (2008) Policy based encryption is a quite useful method to 

provide encryption and access control in health care environment. It is necessary to manage 

encryption keys and get the proper backups of data and plaintexts. One of the important privacy 

features of this encryption is storing Audit Trails.  

 

 

Theme 3 Summary: 

Based on Theme 3-literature review, managing accesses to EPR can be fulfilled with role 

management and access control mechanisms. In addition, data security breach notification plan 

stores breaches in the EPR system and notify against unauthorized accesses to EPR and 

cryptography is a necessary tool to protect patient’s data security. Privacy breach plan helps to 

notify privacy breaches and prevent from similar privacy exposures. With high-level security 

implementations, privacy should be established from very beginning phases of design and 

security review plan with a business impact analysis of systems lead to detect and correct 

security violations. With applying Generification method, the supplier established a strategy of 

taking a technology that has worked in one place and attempting to make it works elsewhere and 

in principle, everywhere. Therefore, as stated by 2010th of e-Health Initiative survey of HIEs to 

have the effective sharing of patients records, it needs to implement “a national regulatory 

guidance” and “harmonization of privacy and security regulations”. 
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2.9 Conclusions 
 

 

In summary of this chapter, there has been a review of the background and investigation of how 

to protect Patient Records’ privacy and security in Electronic Patient Record systems sharing. It 

is clear that whilst EPR sharing has many benefits, adoption of EPR may lead to lose of control 

by healthcare providers, and it confronted some challenges.  

Corresponding to data evaluation in literature review, I developed coding schemes to reduce the 

information in the relevant documents that helped me to revise documents based on my 

classifications (Borg, 1996). I classified literature review based on three themes that formed my 

research sub-questions including, EPR issues, EPR challenges, and EPR solutions. 

                       

Main Research 

Question 

Literature Review  

 

 

 

 

“How to protect 

Patient Records’ 

privacy and security 

in Electronic Patient 

Record systems 

sharing?” 

Theme 1: Challenges Theme 2: Issues Theme 3: Solutions 

EPR storing 

management 

Common security and 

privacy standards 

Role Management 

Development of Privacy 

and security policies 

Legal and Ethical issues Data security breach 

Notification 

 

Coordination of 

international Healthcare 

Standards 

Proper Access Control 

 

Privacy Breach Log 

 

Centralized or 

Decentralized 

Healthcare 

Anonymization of EPR Generification 

Lack of Public Trust Patient Consent High-level security 

(security protocol) 

Unauthorized access to 

EPR 

Strong Authentication 

Mechanism 

Privacy by Design 

Providing Patient 

Consent 

Data Controller and 

Data processor 

Access Control 

Mechanisms 

Transferring EPR to the 

Cloud 

Security Review plan 

Privacy and Security 

Regulations 

Cryptography 

Mechanism 

Table 3 Research Literature Review summary 
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This chapter with reviewing the previous literature identified; 10 implemented solutions 

and 7 important issues that suggested by reviewed studies in EPR field that help to confronting 8 

identified challenges to protect EPR privacy and data security (Table number 3). Accordingly, 

the following chapter will set out the methodology that will be employed during this study in 

preparation of the research.  
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Chapter III 

 

3. Methodology 
 
 

In this chapter research purpose, research method, data collection and other information 

concerning Research methodology are demonstrated.  

There are different research methodologies  including; action research, case study, content 

analysis, correlational research, developmental, ethnography, experimental research, ex post 

facto research, grounded theory research, historical research, observation study, 

phenomenological research, quasi-experimental research, survey research (D. Leedey P. & 

Ormond J. E., 2005). This research methodology is case study that will be discussed in the 

following sections.  

 

3.1 Model for Scientific Empirical Research Methodology  

 

A model that is well fitted to this research methodology is a qualitative research methodology 

suggested by Janesick (2000) consisting of three stages;  

1. Research design 

2. Data collection 

3. Data analysis 

The scientific research methodology model by Janesick (2000) deepen to eight phases shown in 

figure number 4.  

 

Figure 4 Jacobsen's model for scientific research (2000) 
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The following table presents the methodology stages followed, and a brief overview of the works 

of research methodology in each phase (Table no.4).  

 

 

 

Stages based on Janesick 

(2000) 

Phases based on 

Jacobsen(2000) 

Thesis works 

Research Design Phase 1- Development of 

research topic  
 Literature review process 

 Identified research issues 

done through interview 

with experts 

Phase 2- Choose a design  Suitable research strategy 

 2 case studies identified 

appropriate to the research 

strategy 

Phase 3- Choose method  Suitable research method 

 Interview goal and 

document research as 

suitable methods 

Data Collection phase 4- How to collect data  Conducted interviews with 

experts 

 Collected and organized 

documents 

Phase 5- Select samples 

(units) 

 

 Selected suitable experts 

from companies (units) to 

conduct research 

interviews 

Data Analysis Phase 6- Analyze data  Analyzed and discussed 

how data collection from 

cases can be used to 

propose results based on 

methodology 

Phase 7- Validity and 

Reliability issues 

 

 Applied in all phases 

 Clarified the boundaries of 

the research  

Phase 8- Interpret results 

and conclusion 
 Result and conclusion 

chapters  
Table 4 Model of scientific empirical research approach 

  

 

All the phases and stages have been iterative. This implies that each phase started after finishing 

the previous phase. This has been done to get the best results in the research. All of the stages are 

described in details as follow.  
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3.1.1 Research Design 

 

Research design can be defined as to interrelate research question to gather proper data, and to 

interpreting data and conclusions can be derived (Yin, 2003). In this master thesis, first of all, I 

reviewed the literature to conceive the research field. Then, after preliminary literature review, 

the research issues for a more focused and in-depth literature review were identified. Focused 

and in-depth literature review done in the EPR security and privacy field. Within the research 

area, I identified the existing challenges and needs to work with a research strategy. Research 

methodology has been decided after investigating focused and in-depth literature review.  

 

Phase 1- Development of research topic 
  

Development of research topic is a process of reviewing literature to identify research issues 

(Jacobsen, 2000). This research topic has been recognized after reviewing literature and 

discussing with two experts in Electronic Healthcare systems field.  

With reviewing literature, a few issues regarding Electronic Patient Records revealed such as 

Legal and ethical, Privacy, and data security issues. Therefore, I tried to classify EPR issues and 

discuss them with experts regarding my thesis’s topic. Then, after an investigation about EPR 

field, I decided to work on Privacy and Data security of EPR when they are sharing among 

different entities, because it demonstrated an existing challenge in EPR area.  

 

Phase 2- Choose a design 
 

Choose a design refer to deciding the most appropriate way in which data should be collected 

and analyzed, with regards to the developed research topic (Jacobsen, 2000).to gather the 

valuable knowledge about my research question I decided to focus on the context of Patient 

records in sharing between different systems.  

There are five research methods in a qualitative research design including; case study, 

Ethnography, Phenomenological study, Grounded Theory study, and Content Analysis   (D. 

Leedey P. & Ormond J. E., 2005). In ethnography, researcher looks at an entire group which 

shares a common culture. Phenomenological study is based on the individual’s perceptions, 

understanding and perspectives about different phenomenon. The main purpose in grounded 
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theory is to begin with the data and use them to develop a theory. And finally, content analysis 

consists of an examination of the contents of a particular body to investigate its pattern, themes 

or biases. Case study is an individual or entity that will be studied in depth in a specific period of 

time. Therefore, researcher needs to collect enough information about that event, program or 

individual to investigate the research purpose. In this research, there are companies as units of 

analysis that will be interviewed to collect data about EPR security and privacy, therefore the 

appropriate research method is “Case study”.  

According to Schramm (1971) as stated in (Robert K. Yin, 2009) “The essence of a case study, 

the central tendency among all types of case study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of 

decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result”. In this 

research, the case studies discover to find how they protect Electronic Patient Record security 

and Privacy? What existing challenges cases faced in the EPR systems?, and what are the 

solutions cases applied to resolve EPR challenges?. As stated with (Robert K. Yin, 2009): 

“A case study is an empirical inquiry that 

o Investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, 

especially when 

o The boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” 

 

There are two case studies for interview 1) Sweden, 2) Iran; 

There are selections of 5 Managers in the Healthcare area from case 1-Sweden and 9 managers in 

the Healthcare area from case 2-Iran. Company A, Company B, Company C, are from Sweden 

and all are large scale companies that are providing services to hospitals and clinics. Company D 

and Company E, are from Iran and both are large scale companies (Table no.5). 

 

Cases Case number 1 Case number 2 

Units of 

Analysis 

Company A Company B Company C Company D Company E 

Type of System EPR system e-Health system e-Health system Hospital EPR 

system 

eHealth 

system 

Interviewed 1 CEO 2 Project leaders 1 Consultant 

1 IT manager 

5 IT experts 4 IT 

managers 

Table 5 Interview Structure 
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Main characteristics of case studies based on Benbasat et al. (1987) are summarized with these 

research case studies’ characteristics as following (Table no.6).  

 

 
 

Main characteristics of case studies 

(Benbasat et al., 1987) 

Characteristics of this research case studies 

Phenomenon is in a natural setting Case studied within 2 nations (Iran and Sweden) 

Data is collected by multiple means Interviews with different experts. Data collection 

described in data collection chapter. 

One or few entities are examined Described in Data collection chapter.  

The complexity of units are studies intensively Yes, the in-depth interviews done with e-Health 

experts in Iran and Sweden countries, in addition to 

in-depth literature review through the research 

topic 

The focus in on contemporary events The interview focused on existing EPR security 

and privacy implementations and challenges. 

Recommendations focused on the contemporary 

solutions.  

The investigator may not specify the set of 

variables in advance 

I investigated issues, challenges, and solutions 

about the research topic based on the literature 

review described in the literature review chapter. 

The results derived based on integrative powers of 

investigation 

This approached based on in-depth literature 

review and data collection.  

No experimental controls or manipulation are 

involved 

I had limited access to the data about existing EPR 

projects but not any control over it 

Schramm (1971), cited in (Robert K. Yin, 

2009) case study is a suitable method of 

research when a how, who or why question is 

being asked about a contemporary set of 

events, over which a researcher has little or no 

control 

Thesis main research question is: 

“How to protect Patient Records’ privacy and 

security in Electronic Patient Record systems 

sharing?”  

The main research question can be categorized to 

the following research sub-questions: 

 
1. What are the challenges confronting with 

sharing Electronic Patient’s Records?  

2. What are the important issues to privacy and 

data security when sharing data between 

different electronic patient record systems?  

3. What existing solutions are there available to 

protecting patient privacy and data security?  

 
 

Case studies are more suitable for exploration, 

classification and hypothesis development 

stages of the knowledge building process.  

Research purposes are exploratory, descriptive, 

Research purpose is exploratory as I look for new 

information about EPR privacy and security that 

they can be find in earlier studies.  
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explanatory or predictive (D. Leedey P. & 

Ormond J. E., 2005). In Exploratory research, 

researcher looks for new information about a 

phenomenon which they can be find in earlier 

studies. Exploratory case studies collect data to 

describe conditions to generate propositions and 

hypotheses for future investigations. 
Table 6 Main characteristics of Case Studies 

 

The essence of a case study as stated by Schramm (1971), cited in Yin (2003) are;  

o Illuminate a set of decisions 

o Why they were taken 

o How they were implemented 

o With what result 

In this research, the decisions that are focused are the decisions concerning protecting EPR 

privacy and data security by e-Health providers. Moreover, why they were taken these 

decisions?, if they could reach to their goals to protect EPRs? Moreover, I investigated their 

implementations’ challenges and the results. 

 

Single or Multiple Case Studies 

 There are advantages of Multiple-cases versus Single-cases. According to Robert K. Yin (2009) 

in Multiple-case studies even with “two-case” the chance for doing a better case study is more 

than a Single-case study. “The evidence from multiple cases is often considered more 

compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more robust. (Herriott and 

Firestone, 1983)”. Therefore, in this research, there are 2cases instead of single case.  

 

Phase 3- Choose method 
 

The method is the way in which I chose to conduct the case study.  

There are two kinds of research processes in scientific researches including; Quantitative 

research and Qualitative research (D. Leedey P. & Ormond J. E., 2005): 

Qualitative Research: a researcher looks for characteristics or qualities rather than 

numerical values. In this form of research, researcher focuses on the complexities of a 

phenomenon. The purpose is to understanding the complexities and building theory 

from the ground up. Data analysis in qualitative research tends to inductive (conclude 
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base on pre-established truths or observations) reasoning and begins with certain 

observations. Qualitative research is more subjectively and focused on getting the 

desired result from different observations and trough logical conclusions.  

 

Quantitative research encounters with quantities and amounts of one or more variables. In this 

research, the research question focuses on the way of protection of EPR security and privacy; 

therefore it cannot be investigated with quantities and numbers. Furthermore, Interpretation 

Qualitative research applied to this thesis that enables researcher to gain information about a new 

phenomenon, analyze and develop new perspectives and theories about that phenomenon and 

then looking for existing issues within phenomenon (Peshkin, 1993).  

3.1.2  Data Collection 
 

 

Data collection includes how information collected and from whom. There are three kinds of 

data collection methods in a qualitative research includes; Sampling, Observations and 

interviews (D. Leedey P. & Ormond J. E., 2005). In sampling, researcher selects a particular 

entity called sample to work on for their process. In observations, researcher may make 

observations intentionally unstructured as a relative consider to the specific research.  But, one of 

the most important sources to find information about case study is interview (Robert K. Yin, 

2009). In interview researcher asks questions related to the different fact including (Silverman, 

1993) people’s beliefs, feelings, motives, present and past behaviors, standards for behaviors, 

conscious reasons for actions or feeling. Therefore, this research data collection method is 

interview that is discussed in the next section.  

Phase 4- How to collect data 
 

Multiple data collection methods are typically employed in case studies such as interviews, 

documentation, archival records, physical artifacts and observation. Table number 7 summarizes 

the strengths and weaknesses of the main sources of evidence identified by Yin (2003).  
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Sources of 

evidence 

Strengths Weaknesses Techniques used in the 

 case studies 

Interviews  Targeted 

 Insightful 

 Bias due to poorly 

constructed questions 

 Response bias 

 Inaccuracies  

 Reflexivity 

 

 Structured 

interviews 

 Email and phone 

inquiries  

Documentation  Stable 

 Unobtrusive 

 Exact 

 Broad 

coverage 

 Retrievability 

 Biased selectivity 

 Reporting bias 

 Access 

 Experts documents 

 Articles 

 Reference material 

downloaded from 

internet 

Archival Records  Same as 

documentatio

n 

 Precise and 

quantitative 

 Same as documentation 

 Accessibility due to 

privacy reasons 

 Some organizational 

records from experts 

Physical Artifacts  Insightful into 

cultural 

features 

 Insightful info 

technical 

operations 

 Selectivity 

 Availability 

 No physical artifacts 

Direct 

Observation 

 Reality 

 Contextual 

 Time consuming 

 Selectivity 

 Reflexivity 

 Cost 

 Informal 

conversations with 

interviewees as top 

managers and 

experts 

Participant 

Observation 

 Same as 

above for 

direct 

observations 

 Insightful into 

interpersonal 

behavior and 

motives 

 Same as above for 

direct observations 

 Bias due to 

investigator’s 

manipulation of events 

 

 No direct 

participating in this 

study 

Table 7 Research Data Collection 

  

Interviews 

As Robert K. Yin (2009) stated, there are two strengths of interviews; (a) Targeted- focuses 

directly on the case study topics, and (b) Insightful- provides perceived casual inferences and 
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explanations. According to Denzin and Lincon (1998) there are three major types of interviews 

including; structured, semi structured and unstructured. Interviews can be undertaken in different 

forms such as personal interviews, face-to-face interviews, or telephone interviews. In addition, 

as stated by H. J. Rubin & Rubin, (1995) cited in Robert K. Yin (2009) the stream of questions in 

a case study should be fluid rather than rigid. Therefore, questions in the interviews tried to be 

fluent, clear and simple comprehensive enough for respondents.  

To clarify, Interviews in Sweden did in person (face-to-face) or on the phone; therefore, 

questions explained by interviewer. Interview in Iran did via email, so questions translated and 

explained in Persian Language to be comprehensive for respondents. As Robert K. Yin (2009) 

stated, Interviews should always be considered as verbal reports, therefore, the interviews in this 

thesis considered as verbal reports. As Interview with company A from Sweden did by face-to-

face interview. Interview with company B and C from Sweden did by phone and email. 

Interview with Company D and E from Iran did by email. Table number 8 demonstrated the data 

collection during interviews based on the template provided by Themistocleous (2002).  

 

Method of 

Interview 

Respondent 

position 

Nation Type of 

interview 

Number of 

minutes 
Face-to-face 

 

CEO in EPR system Sweden Structured 60 

Phone 2 Project leaders in e-

health system 

Sweden Structured Each one 15-20 

minutes 

Phone IT manager in e-Health 

system 

Sweden Structured 15 minutes 

Email Consultant in e-Health 

system 

Sweden Structured Varying 

Email 

 

5 IT experts in EPR 

system 

Iran Structured Varying 

Email 

 

4 IT managers in e-

Health system 

Iran Structured varying 

Table 8 Data collection design from interviews based on Themistocleous (2002) 

 

The interview questions (Index chapter) have been derived from relevant literature review that 

described in the literature review chapter. The interview objects are including; the respondents’ 

willingness to be interviewed, their knowledge about EPR system, respondents’ position in the 

EPR system (preferably top managers).  Respondents received a short description, before 

conduction of the interview, about the objective of the research and what to expect of interview 

and questionnaire sent by email. Face-to-Face and Phone interviews have been recorded for 
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keeping the interview manuscripts. Email interviews, reviewed after getting the answers by email 

and then asked for further explanations regarding vague answers.  

All of the questions in the questionnaire designed in the way of “How” and “Why” structure. 

Questionnaire asks about the contemporary set of events, over the processes that investigator 

doesn’t have or little control on them as an in-depth manner. In an in-depth interview researcher 

can ask respondent about the facts of the topic as well as their opinions about the events, that 

their opinions are included in the recommendations part of questions. Interview tried to be a 

“focused interview” that interviewer asks for a period of time but the questions remain open-

ended such as a conversational manner. But I (as an interviewer) preferred to follow the 

structured questions in the questionnaire. 

 

Documents 

I started this case study by reading all the accessible documents concerning EPR security and 

privacy in Sweden and Iran and in different nations by surfing on the internet. The documents 

have been downloaded from different digital libraries through LTU library website. In addition, 

news about EPR systems collected from cases’ websites.  Table number 9 shows an overview of 

documents that collected from each company in this thesis.  

 
 
Respondents groups Cases - Nations Type of documents Number of documents 

Company A Case number 1- 

Sweden 

Website articles 20 

Company B Website articles 

Project reports 

Goal and strategy plan 

13 

39 

103 

Company C Website articles 

Project articles 

15 

20 

Company D  Case number 2 - Iran Plans downloaded from 

internet 

21 

Company E Plans downloaded from 

internet 

11 

Table 9 Research Data Collection-Documents 

 

Phase 5 – Select Samples (Units) 
 

Qualitative researches collect data from different resources such as people, objects, textual and 

audio visual materials, electronic records. The particular of entities that is chosen called sample 
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and the process of selecting samples called sampling (D. Leedey P. & Ormond J. E., 2005). 

There are two main categories of sampling consisting of: probability sampling and 

nonprobability sampling. The sample selection in this research is purposeful. Purposeful 

sampling is a sampling that the researcher will choose the individuals and objects that will 

produce the most important information about the research topic.  

I chose different companies to collect interviews from experts. Owing to, the few number of 

answers from companies; I decided to ask different managers from 5 different companies in Iran 

and Sweden.  I selected companies by searching through EPR systems in Iran and Sweden on the 

internet. Identified companies implement and design EPR systems as national and internationals 

plans; therefore, case studies could help me to get the precise answers about EPR privacy and 

security implementations and existing challenges in the national and international sectors.  

 

3.1.3 Data Analysis   
 

According to Robert k. Yin (2009), the goal in case study is to expand and generalize theories 

(Analytic Generalization) not to enumerate the frequencies (Statistical Generalization). There are 

four main General strategies in Case study research, including; 1) Relying on theoretical 

propositions, 2) Developing a case description, 3) Using both qualitative and quantitative data, 

and 4) Examining rival explanations. In this research, I didn’t focus on theoretical propositions 

or developing a case description. In addition, this research methodology is completely qualitative 

due to the time limitation. Therefore, the only suitable analytic strategy identified is examining 

rival explanations. 

 

Analytic Techniques: 
 

According to Robert k. Yin (2009) there are five Analytic Techniques, including; 1) Pattern 

matching, 2) Explanation Building, 3) Time-Series analysis, 4) Logic models, 5) Cross-case 

synthesis. The analytic technique in this research is Cross-Case Synthesis. The other techniques 

were not suitable for this research data collection. Cross-Case analysis technique applies to the 

analysis of multiple cases. Cross-case analysis starts with creating a word table that contains data 

from individual cases according to the specified framework (Questionnaire’s questions). The 

analysis of word tables with comparisons and intervention of the case studies, enable the study to 

draw cross-case conclusions. Then, with analyzing of cross-case conclusions can illustrate 
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whether different case studies share some similarities or differences. According to Robert K. Yin 

“an important caveat in conducting this kind of cross-case synthesis is that the examination of 

word tables for cross-case patterns will rely strongly on argumentative interpretation, not 

numeric tallies”. Therefore, cross-case analysis identified as suitable technique for this 

qualitative research.  

Reliability and Validity 
 

Reliability and Validity specify the degree to which we have made errors in our measurements. 

In some instances when we are measuring our insubstantial phenomena, may make errors based 

on different factors such as; memory lapses, prejudices, different interpretations, etc. Validity of 

a measurement instrument means instrument can measure what it is intended for. Therefore, 

Validity measures the approximate correctness of the conclusions (D. Leedey P. & Ormond J. E., 

2005). There are four tests that are common to all social science methods including Construct 

validity, internal validity, External validity, Reliability (Robert K. Yin, 2009):  

As internal validity of this research; the rival explanations are addressing to show the validity of 

the research and findings in the analysis chapter. All of the questions are in English and 

translated to Persian to be comprehensive for the Persian respondents. Before any interview, the 

topic and the object of the study explained completely by interviewer. As External Validity of 

this research; the research can be repeated in EPR systems and the validity of the research 

depends on the system’s features. As Reliability; there are research questions and information 

about case studies that help to repeat the research in the same situation to get the same results. 

All of the answers from cases recorded and filed to check their correctness and answers have 

been revised by interviewer in the analysis process. By selecting the right organization and right 

persons can increase reliability and validity of the research. Choosing organizations that provide 

Healthcare services to patients specifically in the EPR area with IT managers and experts as 

interviewees allow us to produce consistent findings if the same research will be repeated. An 

Outline Overview of Research Methodology Choices is demonstrated in figure number 5.  
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Figure 5 Outline Overview of Research Methodology Choices 

 
 
 

3.2 Conclusions 
 

 

In this chapter I discussed and justified the methodology choices of this master thesis. To choose 

the best methodology options, I considered alternative perspectives to get the best results. I used 

my prior knowledge about e-Health systems and experts’ suggestions to conducting and propose 

the results of my thesis. In the following chapter, I will discuss the research emprical setting and 

data collection.  
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Chapter IIII 

 

4. Empirical Settings and Data Collection  
 

As stated by Robert K. Yin (2009), selecting the unit of analysis will occur based on the primary 

research questions. In multi-case studies, cases should be defined very carefully so that it either 

(a) predicts similar results (a literal replication), or (b) predicts contrasting results (a theoretical 

replication).  

To collect data about case studies, it needs to know the research questions and propositions; 

otherwise the researcher gathers “everything” about the individuals. Therefore, after the 

interviews; the data collection done based on the research questions and the scope of the 

research. There were recommendations by cases through data collection within Security and 

Privacy of EPRs that are collected in this chapter.  According to Robert K. Yin (2009) there are 

three procedures of data collection:  

a) “Names of the sites that visited including the contact persons”: names are in the reference 

list and the contact persons are the interviewees.  

b) “Data collection plan”: interviewees’ roles and evidences are related to the research 

topics.   

c) “Expected preparations before to visiting sites”: information done based on literature 

review prior to interview.  

 

4.1 Case Studies 

 

Cases in this master thesis divided by nations to; 

 Case number 1) Sweden 

 Case number 2) Iran 

This chapter consists of 5 interviews with Case number 1 and 9 interviews with Case number 2 

(Table no.5). Company A, Company B, Company C, are from Sweden and all are large scale 

companies that are providing services to hospitals and clinics. Company D and Company E, are 

from Iran and both are large scale companies. In this research, companies are units of analysis, 
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therefore, There are 5 units of analysis including, Company A, Company B, Company C, 

Company D, and Company E. 

As discussed by Robert K. Yin (2009) it is important to maintain a chain of evidence that can 

increase the reliability of the information and the quality of the case study. There is a figure 

(figure no.6) regarding “Maintaining a Chain of Evidence” that shows interconnections among 

the case study reports and research as following;  
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Figure 6 Research chain of evidence 
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4.2 Questionnaire  
 

The designed questionnaire in this research consists of 20 Qualitative structured questions. 

Questions are divided to two parts of 8 Non-technical questions and 12 Technical questions. All 

of the collected answers compared to fined share, contrasting and additional opinions. The 

relevant of Research sub-questions (Literature Review Theme-Based
C
) and questionnaire are 

presented in the table number 10; 

 

Questionnaire’s Questions Literature Review, Theme-Based 

N. technical Questions 

RQ.1) EPR benefits EPR protection issues 

RQ.2) EPR sharing challenges EPR sharing challenges 

RQ.3) Solutions for EPR sharing EPR security/privacy solutions 

RQ.4) Patient trust EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.5) Access to EPR (Access Control) EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.6) EPR Security Policy EPR protection issues 

RQ.7) Contract with any TTP to EPR back-up EPR protection issues 

RQ.8)Patient consent EPR protection issues & solutions 

Technical Questions 

RQ.1) EPR sharing challenges  EPR sharing challenges  

RQ.2) Security/ Privacy issues of EPR sharing EPR protection issues 

RQ.3) security implementations EPR protection issues  

RQ.4) Log file storage EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.5) Security standard EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.6) Encryption mechanism (with considering to 

EPR security and privacy)  

EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.7) Patient’s privacy by encryption mechanism  EPR protection issues & solutions 

                                                           
C
 Theme 1: “The challenges confronting with sharing Electronic Patient Record between different systems and 

locations”.  
Theme 2: “Important issues that help to protect privacy and data security of EPR in sharing data between different 
Electronic Patient Record systems”.  
 Theme 3:“Existing solutions which have been implemented to protecting EPR privacy and data security?” 
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RQ.8) security protocol (secure communication) EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.9) EPR storage (Cloud based security 

infrastructure) 

EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.10) EPR system structure 

(Centralized/Decentralized structure) 
 

EPR protection issues & solutions 

RQ.11) Role management EPR security/privacy solutions 

RQ.12) Consent management EPR security/privacy solutions 

Table 10 Research questionnaire relation to Literature Review 

 

In this research, questionnaire is prepared based on the analysis and investigation of EPR 

system’s privacy and security features of case studies. Therefore, 20 questions are designed in 

correspondence with research question and research sub-questions. All of the questions that are 

designed in the questionnaire will be resulted in “How to protect EPR privacy and Data security 

issues” as research question.  

 

4.3 Data Collection from Case Studies 
 

Data collection in this master thesis is done based on the interviews with case studies, Iran and 

Sweden nations (described in data collection). This master thesis, as discussed in the 

methodology chapter, is an exploratory and interpretive qualitative research (methodology 

chapter). Therefore, data that collected from cases, about their EPR systems and how they 

protect their EPR systems, are completely qualitative. There is not any numeric information in 

data collection. In the following parts, interviews with case studies are demonstrated. Detailed 

answers to the questionnaires and data collection are in the Index chapter.  

 

4.3.1 Part1) Case 1-Sweden 
 

A summary of interviews with company A, Company B and Company C from Case 1 Sweden is 

presented as the following (for more details refer to index chapter).  
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Interview with Company A:   

 

Company A situates in Sweden and it works with IT-based systems for monitoring and quality 

assurance of healthcare.  It is a Nordic company that delivers innovative solutions and services to 

private and public healthcare providers in Nordic countries. It is founded in 2000 and operates in 

three business areas; quality assurance, adherence, and pharmaceutical areas.   

In company A, interview is done with one CEO of an EPR system. In this company, there is one 

integrated EPR system that is offering e-Health services to clinics and other Healthcare systems. 

Interview with CEO in company A is done face-to-face and it took around 60 minutes.  

Respondent mentioned that easy access to EPR is a motivation of establishing EPR system but 

legal issues are the most obvious challenges confronting EPR sharing. Therefore, they applied 

anonymization of EPR and smart authentication as useful solutions. Secondly, different data 

inputs by healthcare providers and analysis of these various data is another challenge in EPR 

sharing.   

Respondent stated that in company A, experts don’t like to store EPR in any trusted third party 

and they store log files in the internal data base of the organization. They established secure 

communications such as SSL/TLS and annonymized EPR in sharing with other EPR systems. 

To provide consent management they get patient’s consents in the registration process and 

monitor accesses to EPR. Therefore, before any sharing, patients will be informed about their 

EPR sharing. On the other hand, Patients can have access to their log files to check the accesses 

to their own EPR. In addition, in this EPR system, they store patient’s records as a cloud based 

structure. 

 

Interview with Company B: 

 

Company B is one of the leading companies in Sweden in IT-based solutions in healthcare and 

medical care.  It has around 37 healthcare centers in Sweden. Its mission is to provide good 

healthcare and medical care and it works in other important areas such as education, culture, and 

dental care.   
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Interview in company B is done with 2 Project leaders. Company B is a company that offers 

eHealth services to healthcare systems. Interviews with project leaders are done with phone and 

email and they took around 15-20 minutes. 

Respondents mentioned that integrated EPR for each patient, easy tracking of EPR, easy access, 

increase the effectiveness are motivations of establishing EPR system. On the other hand, when 

patient blocks his/her data from specific groups can make a challenge in EPR sharing. As 

respondents stated “we need to empower patient and give more accesses to them but there is a 

danger of their security that is totally depend on patients”.  

Company B shares EPR based on NPO law and defined proper access rights in the system 

between different levels of EPR system (RBAC). However, they consider no direct access to 

EPR from patients, and patients can request to see login files base on EPR system’s policies.  

Company B stores data and log files in the internal data base and doesn’t store EPR in any 

trusted third party or cloud based structure. Respondents mentioned that there are many security 

implementations to protect EPR including; Smart card, and digital signature. Therefore, log files 

are accessible based on access roles, which are stored in the internal DB. 

Company B doesn’t follow any specific security standard. But, they installed secure 

communications such as SSL/TLS to exchange EPR safely and use centralized EPR system.  

To provide consent management, there are agreements in the registration process. On the other 

hand, all of the proper accesses in the EPR system are defined by top managers, to prevent from 

unauthorized accesses to EPR system. 

 

Interview with company C:  

 

Company C that situates in Sweden collaborates in the implementation of eHealth to secure 

exchange of information in healthcare. The goal of the company is to support and streamline care 

and strength patient’s position as well as creating good access to healthcare services.  

Interviews with company C are done with one consultant and one IT manager. Company C has 

an eHealth system that is offering secure eHealth services in Sweden. Interviews with experts are 

done by phone and email and the phone interview took approximately 15-20 minutes.  

Respondents mentioned that motivations of establishing EPR system consist of saving cost, easy 

access, integrated EPR system, error reduction and quality enhancement.  
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Company C shares EPR based on NPO law and gives access to the users based on their defined 

roles in the EPR system.  

Access rights to EPR and roles in the EPR system are defined by top managers and healthcare 

provider own EPR, then try to provide patient’s consent. Furthermore, security implementations 

such as single sign-on authentication and Smart cards   are implemented to protect EPR.  

Company C stores log files in internal data base that are accessible based on Patientdatalagen 

(Patient Data Act) law. To annonymizing of EPR, Company C uses 3DES encryption and SHA-2 

hash function. In addition, they installed secure communication such as SSL/TLS and use digital 

signature to secure exchange of EPR. Respondents mentioned no big challenge in EPR sharing 

field.  

 

Patient Data Act (Patientdatalagen):  

 

Patient Data act established on 1July 2008. As provided by Chapter 2.6 Caregiver is responsible 

for assigning the proper access rights and allocates powers to the patients by need and risk 

analysis. Therefore caregiver is responsible to ensure the procedures of accessing to the data. As 

stated, this risk analysis must be done about different risks of certain types of data.  Another 

matter is that patients can get the log files showing the different accesses to their data if they are 

worried about unauthorized accesses to their data.  Based on this government proposed a 

provision that patients can request and obtain information about the accesses to their data. The 

provision covers both the public and private healthcare. 
D
 

 

NPÖ (National Patient Summary) - Nationwide Health Information Network: 

 

NPÖ is a part of Swedish IT strategy for Healthcare and Welfare. It is defined as a National IT-

system for improved patient safety. Based on NPÖ, patient records are accessible throughout the 

country and not limited to the Health care provider (both private and public). The vision of NPÖ 

is “Patient information can be exchanged between different Health Care providers within the 

same region (regional perspective) and between care providers in different regions (national 

                                                           
D
 http://www.datainspektionen.se/press/nyheter/2012/sveriges-vardgivare-respekterar-inte-patienternas-

rattigheter/  

http://www.datainspektionen.se/press/nyheter/2012/sveriges-vardgivare-respekterar-inte-patienternas-rattigheter/
http://www.datainspektionen.se/press/nyheter/2012/sveriges-vardgivare-respekterar-inte-patienternas-rattigheter/
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perspective)”. In addition the aims of NPÖ are including; 1) improved clinical results, 2) 

increased patient safety, 3) increased efficiency, 4) increased influence. It provides the legal 

framework for keeping coherent records and adapt modern technology to facilitate data exchange 

between different healthcare providers and provide the integrity. Based on NPO, there is needed 

to provide strong authorization that is provide by electronic ID card. There is a national security 

infrastructure that ensures the patient integrity and managing access controls and other security 

implementations.  

There are some of the implementations in NPÖ for patient consent, according to the new patient 

data act from 1 July 2008; 1) there is a possibility of information exchange between care 

providers but before accessing to EPR, there is needed to get the patient consent. 2) The patient 

can block information to NPÖ from a specific care provider. 3) The patient can have access to 

data logs to see who had access to their data. 4) Patients can have access to their medical records 

via internet that it needs a special ID.  Patient Data Act specifies how personal information and 

medical records should be handled in health services.  In Patient Data Act law, the logs actively 

monitored to avoid from any unauthorized accesses to patient record. In the emergency 

situations, when patient is ill and there is a danger to the patient’s life, the caregiver can have 

access to the patient’s record without his explicit consent. 
E
  

VAS (An Integrated Healthcare Administration System): 

VAS is a powerful, flexible and sustainable integrated healthcare administration system. There 

are some of the benefits to the security and privacy of patients in this system including; single 

log-in access to patient data, controlled and well-structured access rights and logging system. 

VAS is integrated with external 3
rd

 party systems that can exchange data within the National 

Healthcare system’s framework. There is a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) system that 

restricts accesses to data entry, presentation screens and to specific patient records.  

There is one infrastructural support services for Healthcare provided by Inera Company. There 

are necessary parts of security and privacy including; Authentication, Patient consent, Patient 

Blocks, Access controls, Access log that shows in picture below.  

 

                                                           
E
 http://www.datainspektionen.se/lagar-och-regler/patientdatalagen/ 

http://www.datainspektionen.se/lagar-och-regler/patientdatalagen/
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4.3.2 Part 2) Case 2-Iran 

 

A summary of Interviews with experts in Iran are illustrated as following
F
;  

 

Interview with company D:  

 

Interviews with company D are done with 5 IT experts. The Type of system is one EPR system 

that is offering eHealth services to hospitals in Iran. Questionnaires sent by emails to the 

respondents (index chapter).   

Respondents mentioned that motivations of installing EPR system are easy access and 

integration of patient data. The existing challenges of EPR sharing include; giving proper access 

rights, not proper security standard, not integrated to other external services, need secure system.  

Company D tries to install the proper access rights to EPR and defines proper access levels in the 

EPR system to protect EPR. Accesses to EPR are based on the users’ roles and there is no direct 

access to EPR from patients.  

Patients’ trust is providing by getting their consent in the registration process, proper security 

policies, and system is just using by healthcare providers. There are ID cards with special 

username and passwords to access to the EPR system. In addition, EPRs are encrypted by hash 

functions and are stored anonymous in the EPR system. 

Log files are stored in the internal data base of organization and for managing accesses to EPR 

there is a monitoring in the system. EPR system is designed as centralized structure. There is not 

any specific standard or security policy in the EPR system, but EPRs are stored and protected 

with the portal, and company D gets patient’s consent before EPR sharing.  

As respondents suggested, to protect EPR privacy and data security, that is required to design 

security and privacy from very beginning phases of design.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
F
 Note: Implementation of EPR systems in Iran is in the preliminary phases of design. Therefore, 

there is not much data about the e-Health projects and companies. 
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Interview with Company E: 

 

Interview with company E from case number 2 is done with 4 IT managers. Company E 

implements security structure for EPR systems. The Questionnaires, in this interview, are sent by 

emails (index chapter).  

Respondents mentioned that motivations of establishing EPR system are consisting of easy 

access, prevent from treatment errors and treatment duplication. The existing challenges 

confronting with EPR sharing are Different formats of storing EPRs, lack of unified standards, 

secure storage of EPR and unauthorized accesses, secure communication, proper access rights, 

privacy definition, policy frameworks and its requirements, external accesses to EPRs, planning 

for Security design and implementations, proper access rights for security/IT managers, changing 

the working processes , proper functional policies, lack of awareness in using EPR systems from 

employees and patients, proper security strategies to assure the EPR privacy and security, proper 

EPR registration, organizational improvement and networking, training, budget investment, 

treatment expenses.  

Company E applied some solutions to resolve EPR sharing challenges such as security 

implementations (encryption, digital signature, and authentication mechanism), proper privacy 

policies, proper access rights.  

Company E installed proper access rights and strong authentication to manage accesses to EPR. 

Moreover, Company E stores log files and EPR in the internal data base of organization and do 

encryption in sharing and exchanging EPRs.  

To secure exchange of EPR, there is SSL/TLS communication channel and EPR system is 

designed as a decentralized structure. All the access roles are defined from very beginning 

phases of design and patients can track their treatment processes in the EPR system.  

 

4.4 Conclusions 
 

Empirical data revealed from the case studies and reported in this chapter confirm that the 

majority of issues, challenges and solutions that are presented in literature review chapter, can 

help to answer research question. In addition, important issues that help to EPR protection have 

been reported in interviews as following;   
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 Common laws 

 Proper access control & role management 

 Anonymization of EPR & encryption 

 Patient Consent 

 Security implementations 

  

In the following chapter, empirical setting and data collection chapter along with literature 

review chapter will be analyzed to illustrate the final results.  
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Chapter V 

5. Analysis 
 
 

According to Robert k. Yin there are 4 features of a high quality analysis that I attempted to 

address them in my research, including;  

1) Analysis should show that researcher attended to all the evidence: it includes the 

development of rival hypotheses that cover the research questions. It shows that all the 

evidences are available and there is no loose end in interpretations.  

2) The analysis should address all major rival interpretations, 

3) The analysis should address the most significant aspect of case study: there is needed to 

show the analytic skills with the focus on the most important issues.   

4) A researcher should use own prior, expert knowledge in case study: researcher should 

show how much is aware of current thinking and discourse about the case study.  

 

The procedure of collecting interviews in this research was repeating the same questions for 

Non-Technical and Technical experts of Case 1-Sweden and Case2-Iran. According to Robert K 

.Yin (2003), if researcher uses one question-answer-format to report a multiple-case study, and 

repeating the same questions for each case, there would be advantages including; “readers need 

only examine the answers to the same question or questions within each case study to begin 

making her or his own cross-case comparisons. Because each reader may be interested in 

different questions, the entire format facilitates the development of cross-case analysis tailored to 

the specific interests of its readers”.  

 

There were multiple evidences in this research that converged to the final facts (figure number 

7).  
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5.1 Empirical Setting Analysis 
 

In this research, to analyze the interviews and data collection from case studies, there are two 

tables are prepared below.  In tables 13 and 14, there are analysis of each case study consisting of 

all the interviews with units that have been collected based on each case study (data collection 

chapter). Thereafter, Cross-Case synthetic analysis technique is used to identify similarity and 

differences between 2 case studies. 

 

 

Part1) Units analysis of Case Study 1-Sweden 

 

Table number 11 shows analysis of all the interviews collected from units of case study 1-

Sweden in data collection chapter as following; 

 

 

 

 

Facts 

Documents 
(sites, data) 

Structured interview 

Focused interview 

Figure 7 Research evidences 
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 Units analysis of Case Study 1-Sweden 

Questions
G

 Answers 

Q.1)EPR benefits Decrease errors (1), easy access (4)/ integrated EPR 

for each patient (5)/easy tracking of EPR 

(1),effectiveness (1), quality enhancement (1), 

saving cost (2) 

Q.2)EPR sharing challenges data inputs and analysis of data types (1), legal 

issues (1), legislation problem in national area of 

EPR sharing (1), patient block (1), security 

problem of patient empowerment (1) 

Q.3)Solutions for EPR sharing data anonymization (1), NPÖ law (4) 

Q.4)Patient Trust strong authentication (1), strong security (1), 

Agreement in registration (1) 

 

Q.5)Access to EPR (Access Control) cases double authentication (1), RBAC (3), no 

access for patients (3), smart authentication (4), 

single-sign in (1) 

Q.6)EPR Security Policy NPÖ law (4) 

Q.7)Contract with any TTP to EPR back-up  no contract with TTP (4), external back-up (2) 

Q.8)security implementations Proper access rights (2), CA with internal PKI 

infrastructure (1), external backup (2), smart 

authentication (3), digital signature(3), patient 

datalagen (1), log file storage(2), encryption 3DES 

(1) 

Q.9)log file storage internal DB (4), Patient Data Act law(1) 

Q.10)security standard No specific standard 

Q.11)encryption mechanism (with 

considering to EPR security and privacy)  

Encryption with 128 bits DES (triple DES). Hash 

function SHA-2 (1), annonimyzation (2) 

Q.12)security protocol (secure 

communication) 

 SSL/TLS (2) 

                                                           
G
 The relevant of questionnaire’s questions and research sub-questions are explained in the empirical setting and 

data collection chapter. 
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Q.13)EPR storage (Cloud based security 

infrastructure) 

 cloud based(1) 

Q.14) EPR system structure 

(Centralized/Decentralized structure) 

 centralized(3) 

Q.15) Role management monitoring(1),proper access rights(2), defining 

roles by managers(1) 

Q.16)Consent management In registration and before sharing(2), Data owned 

by healthcare (1), NPÖ law (3) 

Recommendations Strong Authentication, Authorization, Access 

control, smart card with Digital signature, 

, certificate authority 

Proper access rights (Continues Access Control) 

Risk assessment 

Security barriers to protect EPR system 

Table 11 Units analysis of Case Study 1-Sweden 

 

Case 1-Sweden 

In case study 1- Sweden, there are 3 units
H
 of analysis, Company A, Company B, and Company 

C.  

By way of illustration, case number 1 among, company A, Company B and Company C 

illustrated that (table no.11); easy access to EPR and integration of patient records are the most 

obvious motivations of establishing EPR system sharing. Two respondents stated that they have 

legal problems in the national area of EPR sharing. To sharing EPR, There is not any specific 

security standard but companies follow the NPO law (refer to data collection chapter). To 

provide patient trust and patient consent, companies apply strong authentication and security 

implementations, and also get patient consent in registration and before EPR sharing. Access to 

EPR is based on the users’ roles in the EPR system and there is smart authentication to prevent 

from unauthorized accesses to EPR. Log files are storing in the internal data base of the 

organization, and companies don’t like to store EPR in any trusted third party, however, two 

respondents consider storing EPR in an external data base. Security implementations to secure 

sharing and exchanging of EPR are including, digital signature, 3DES encryption, smart 

                                                           
H
 units of analysis are named Company in this research 
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authentication, EPR anonymization, SHA-2 hash function, and SSL/TLS secure communication. 

EPR system is completely centralized and just one respondent stated that company uses cloud 

base security structure. To managing accesses and roles in the EPR system, roles are properly 

defined by managers and monitoring applies to EPR accesses. 

 

Part2) Units analysis of Case Study 2-Iran 

Table number 12 shows analysis of all of the interviews of units that collected from case study 2-

Iran in data collection chapter as following; 

  

Units analysis of Case Study 2-Iran 

Questions Answers 

Q.1)EPR benefits easy access (9), integrated patient data (5), 

 decrease treatment errors and duplication (4) 

Q.2)EPR sharing challenges Not integrated EPR structure (9), not proper 

security standard (9), proper access rights (9), 

secure communication (9), external access to EPR 

(4), security design and implementation (4), 

different format outputs (4), not unified standards 

(9), unauthorized access (4) 

Q.3)Solutions for EPR sharing Proper access controls (9), Access rights (9), 

Digital signature (5), smart card (5),  encryption 

based on privacy policy (4), proper privacy policies 

(4), secure storage of EPR (4), log files (4), backup 

(4) 

Q.4)Patient trust get consent in registration (5), proper security 

policy (5), system owned by healthcare provider (5) 

Q.5) Access to EPR (Access Control) RBAC (5), no direct access from patients (5), 

proper access rights (4), Strong authentication (4), 

digital certificate based on national smart card (4), 

management of access rights to the system (4) 

Q.6) EPR Security Policy No specific security policy (9)  

Q.7) Contract with any TTP to EPR back-up  No, Internal DB of EPR (9) 
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Q.8) security implementations  Authentication (ID cards+ passwords) (4), secure 

communication with SSL protocol (4), PKI 

infrastructure (4), asymmetric and symmetric 

encryption (4), Hash function (4) 

 

Q.9) Log file Storage Internal DB (9) 

 

Q.10)security standard  encryption, VPN (5), no direct access from patients 

(5), no special standard (9) 

 Q.11) encryption mechanism (with 

considering to EPR security and privacy) 

Hash function/ Anonymization (5), Encryption, 

tunneling  (4), Proper access right (4), managing 

accesses (4) 

Q.12) security protocol (secure 

communication) 

SSL/TLS (5) 

Q.13) EPR storage (Cloud based security 

infrastructure) 

yes there is a portal (4) 

Q.14) EPR system structure 

(Centralized/Decentralized structure) 

Centralized structure in hospital separately (5), 

decentralized (4) 

Q.15) Role management proper management for access rights (5), 

monitoring (5), RBAC from very beginning phases 

(4), access roles are defined by managers  (4), no 

direct access from patient (4) 

Q.16)Consent management Encryption (5), proper access controls (5), high 

level management (5), patient can track the 

treatment process (4)  

Recommendations 1) privacy and security from the very beginning 

phases of design (5) 

2)Digital Signature (4), national smart card (4) 

,proper privacy policies (from very beginning) (4), 

proper access rights (4), Log files (4),backup (4), 

privacy policies (4) 

Table 12 Units analysis of Case Study 2-Iran 
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Case 2-Iran 

In case study 2-Iran, there are 2 units of analysis, Company D, and Company E.  

By way of illustration, as table number 12 illustrated; the most obvious motivations to establish 

EPR system sharing are easy access and integrated patient record, decrease in treatment errors 

and data storage duplication. Challenges confronting with EPR sharing consist of; not proper 

security standards, not unified standards, and different data inputs to EPR system, not proper 

access rights and establishing proper secure communication, and security implementations. Some 

of the solutions that applied by company D and E are proper access rights, smart authentication, 

encryption based on privacy policy, proper privacy policies, storing log files and backups. 

Patient trust and patient consent are provided by agreements in the registration process, applying 

proper access rights, and patients can track treatment processes. Companies D and E don’t have 

any contract with trusted third party and store their log files in the internal data base of 

organization. There is a secure communication SSL/TLS to secure EPR exchange. In the case 

number 2, 5 respondents of company D considers centralized EPR structure but 4 respondents of 

company E considers decentralized EPR structure. Companies D and E follows no specific 

security standard but installed security implementations such as encryption, and hash function to 

secure EPR storage. Role management is provided by proper access rights and proper roles 

defined by managers (RBAC) in the companies. Company E has a cloud based security structure. 

5.1.1 Cross-Case Analysis of Case Studies 

  

Table number 13, demonstrates Cross-case analysis among case study 1-Sweden and case study 

2-Iran that are drawn from table numbers 11 and 12, consisting of similarities of both cases in 

Iran and Sweden based on questions in the questionnaire. 

 

Question no Case study2-Iran Case Study1-

Sweden 

Case studies Cross-

Case Analysis 

Q.1)EPR benefits easy access (9), 

integrated patient data 

(5), 

 decrease treatment errors 

and duplication (4) 

Decrease errors (1), 

easy access (4)/ 

integrated EPR for each 

patient (5)/easy 

tracking of EPR 

 Decrease errors(5) 

 Easy access(13) 

 Integrated EPR(10) 
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(1),effectiveness (1), 

quality enhancement 

(1), saving cost (2) 

Q.2)EPR sharing 

challenges 

Not integrated EPR 

structure (9), not proper 

security standard (9), 

proper access rights (9), 

secure communication 

(9), external access to 

EPR (4), security design 

and implementation (4), 

different format inputs 

(4), not unified standards 

(9), unauthorized access 

(4) 

data inputs and analysis 

of data types (1), legal 

issues (1), legislation 

problem in national 

area of EPR sharing 

(1), patient block (1), 

security problem of 

patient empowerment 

(1) 

 Different data 

inputs(5) 

 Legal issues(10) 

 National 

legislation(10) 

Q.3)Solutions for EPR 

sharing 

Proper access controls 

(9), Access rights (9), 

Digital signature (5), 

smart card (5),  

encryption based on 

privacy 

policy/anonymization (4), 

proper privacy policies 

(4), secure storage of 

EPR (4), log files (4), 

backup (4) 

data anonymization (1), 

NPÖ law (4) 
 Data 

anonymization(5) 

Q.4)Patient trust get consent in registration 

(5), proper security policy 

(5), system owned by 

healthcare provider (5) 

strong authentication 

(1), strong security (1), 

Agreement in 

registration (1) 

 

 Get consent in 

registration(6) 

Q.5) Access to EPR 

(Access Control) 

RBAC (5), no direct 

access from patients (5), 

proper access rights (4), 

Strong authentication (4), 

digital certificate based 

on national smart card 

(4), management of 

access rights to the 

system (4) 

cases double 

authentication (1), 

RBAC (3), no access 

for patients (3), smart 

authentication (4), 

single-sign in (1) 

 RBAC(8) 

 Smart 

authentication(8 

 No online patient 

access(8) 

Q.6) EPR Security 

Policy 

No specific security 

policy (9)  

NPÖ law (5)  Local laws(14) 

Q.7) Contract with 

any TTP to EPR 

back-up  

No, Internal DB of EPR 

(9) 

 no contract with TTP 

(4), external back-up 

(2) 

 No/Internal 

backup(13) 

Q.8) security Authentication (ID 

cards+ passwords) (4), 

Proper access rights 

(2), CA with internal 
 CA with PKI(5) 

 Encryption 
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implementations  secure communication 

with SSL protocol (4), 

PKI infrastructure (4), 

asymmetric and 

symmetric 

encryption/3DES (4), 

Hash function (4) 

 

PKI infrastructure (1), 

external backup (2), 

smart authentication 

(3), digital signature(3), 

patient datalagen (1), 

log file storage(2), 

encryption 3DES (1) 

(3DES)(5) 

 Smart 

authentication(7) 

 

Q.9) Log file Storage Internal DB (9) 

 

Internal DB (4), Patient 

Data Act law(1) 
 Internal DB(13) 

Q.10)security 

standard  

encryption, VPN (5), no 

direct access from 

patients (5), no specific 

standard (9) 

No specific standard (1)  No specific 

standard (10) 

 Q.11) encryption 

mechanism (with 

considering to EPR 

security and 

privacy) 

Hash function/ 

Anonymization (5), 

Encryption, tunneling  

(4), Proper access right 

(4), managing accesses 

(4) 

Encryption with 128 

bits DES (triple DES). 

Hash function SHA-2 

(1), annonimyzation (2) 

 Anonymization(7) 

 Encryption/hash(5) 

Q.12) security 

protocol (secure 

communication) 

SSL/TLS (5) SSL/TLS (2)  SSL/TLS (7) 

Q.13) EPR storage 

(Cloud based 

security 

infrastructure) 

yes there is a portal (4)  cloud based(1)  Cloud based(5) 

Q.14) EPR system 

structure 

(Centralized/Decent

ralized structure) 

Centralized structure in 

hospital separately (5), 

decentralized (4) 

 centralized(3)  Centralized(8) 

Q.15) Role 

management 

proper management for 

access rights (5), 

monitoring (5), RBAC 

from very beginning 

phases (4), access roles 

are defined by managers  

(4), no direct access from 

patient (4) 

 

monitoring(1),proper 

access rights(2), 

defining roles by 

managers(1) 

 Monitoring(6) 

 Proper access 

rights(7) 

 Defining roles by 

managers(5) 
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Q.16)Consent 

management 

Encryption (5), proper 

access controls (5), high 

level management (5), 

patient can track the 

treatment process (4) 

In registration and 

before sharing(2), Data 

owned by healthcare 

(1), NPÖ law (3) 

Healthcare manage the 

accesses (6) 

Recommendations 1) privacy and security 

from the very beginning 

phases of design (5) 

2)Digital Signature (4), 

national smart card (4) 

,proper privacy policies 

(from very beginning) 

(4), proper access rights 

(4), Log files (4),backup 

(4), privacy policies (4) 

Strong Authentication, 

Authorization, Access 

control, smart card with 

Digital signature, 

, certificate authority 

Proper access rights 

(Continues Access 

Control) 

Risk assessment 

Security barriers to 

protect EPR system 

 

Table 13 Case Studies Cross-Case Analysis 

 
 

Case Studies Cross-Case Analysis description:  

A description of Cross-Case synthetic analysis of Case studies 1 and 2 derived as following; 

Storing patient records as electronic format make access to EPRs easier and Sharing EPR make 

an integrated EPR structure among different healthcare providers. Therefore, EPR sharing can 

lead to decrease in treatment errors that occur based on incorrect data inputs to EPR system.  

Different data inputs to EPR system make the problematic analysis of different patient’s data by 

healthcare provider. Moreover, improper laws and heterogeneous national legislations and 

standards are the main existing EPR sharing challenges.  

Based on interviews the common solution for protection of EPR sharing’s privacy and data 

security is to converting patient data to an unreadable format or anonymization.  

Based on interviews, to increase patient trust to use EPR system, cases should get patient’s 

consent in the registration process. Then, patient will be informed of policies of the healthcare 

provider and follow the treatment processes individually based on laws.  

Cases control accesses to EPR by establishing Role Based Access Control (RBAC) mechanism, 

and smart authentication. Proper roles are defined by managers in the EPR system and patients 

have smart card and account to access their own EPR. However, There is not any direct access to 

EPR from patients.  

All companies in both cases have their own local laws and regulations to protect EPR.  
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Cases don’t have contract with any Trusted Third party. They prefer to manage their own 

Electronic Patient Records. Therefore, they store patient’s log files in the internal Data Base.  

Cases implement certificate authority with Public key infrastructure, 3DES encryption and smart 

authentication to protect EPR security and privacy. They designed smart cards for patients to 

give access to them and anonymize patient’s data to protect their privacy.  

In the interviews, 13 respondents out of 14 respondents stated that they prefer to store patients’ 

data and log files in the internal database of Healthcare system.  

In the interviews 10 respondents out of 14 respondents stated that they don’t follow any specific 

security standard in the EPR system.  

Cases use anonymization and hash functions to protect privacy and security of EPR in sharing 

and exchanging EPR among different EPR systems.  

Cases prefer to use SSL/TLS as a secure communication channel to exchange EPRs.  

In the interviews, 5 respondents out of 14 respondents considered cloud based security structure 

for EPR system. As discovered in the cross case analysis, cases consider centralized EPR system. 

With centralized EPR system they can increase treatment process’s speed during emergency 

situations in accessing to EPR.  

To managing the roles in the EPR system, established monitoring of accesses to EPR, proper 

access rights to EPR and all the roles are defined by managers.  

Cases mentioned that healthcare own patient’s data, so it can manage accesses and consent 

management in the EPR system properly.  

 

5.2 Literature Review and Empirical Setting Analysis  

 

This research main Question is “How to protect Patient Records’ privacy and security in 

Electronic Patient Record systems sharing?” To be able to answer research question, I divided it 

to three research sub-questions as discussed by literature review and discovered through 

interviews with case studies.  

This section proposes research sub-questions’ answers through empirical setting and literature 

review analysis chapters. Accordingly, this chapter highlights research data analysis results about 

how can protect EPR security and privacy in EPR sharing.  
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R Q.1: “The challenges confronting with sharing EPR between different systems and 

locations”.  

 

As identified by Rochaa Artur, et al., (2011) entering different data types to the EPR system will 

be lead to duplication and potential errors. Moreover, Case studies expressed their anxieties 

regarding different data inputs when they want to share EPR systems. Different data entries into 

EPR system sharing will be lead to the complexities of data analysis.  

 In addition, legal issues including data protection and privacy issues need a close attention in 

EPR sharing (M. Brisch, et al., 2009). Laws and policies should be harmonized and established 

clearly and enforceable. Unified national legislations can help to establish common security and 

privacy roles to protect EPR privacy and data security. However, case studies mentioned that 

they prefer to install centralized EPR systems so they can have control over their EPR, but, they 

encountered with challenges in establishing unified laws.  

In summary, based on previous studies and data collection of cases, various data inputs and 

lacking unified laws in protecting EPR systems’ sharing privacy and data security are not new 

challenges. Case studies don’t have any problem in providing patient consent, prevent from 

unauthorized accesses to EPR and EPR storage. Cases preferred to store EPR inside 

organization’s data base and attempted to implement the proper security essentials such as smart 

authentication, and encryption to protect EPR from unauthorized accesses. Moreover, case 

studies are using special agreements in receiving patient’s consent before any EPR sharing or 

disclosing to external EPR systems.   

 

 

R Q.2: “Important issues to protect privacy and data security of EPR in sharing data 

between different EPR systems” 

 

As discovered by literature review, In order to achieve the integration of healthcare services, ICT 

and related requirements are necessary to be in place (Gauld, R., 2004). These improvements are 

including; proper standards and agreements, High level of data security such as authentication 

and authorization mechanisms, Coordination of standards in data collection, and communication 
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of data. Moreover, According to Randike Gajanayake (2012) the most attention is based on the 

privacy based access control, and as argued by Jurczyk, P., et al., (2008), Dong, N., et al., (2012), 

to protect patient privacy in the communication Patient’s records should be anonymous.  

Milenkovi D, et al., (2012) suggested that health information should be centralized in one place 

and all of the healthcare entities should implement the common security standards and enable the 

integration of data.  

In the interviews, important issues in protecting EPR privacy and security that were pointed by 

cases are consisting of; Common laws, Proper access control & role management, 

Anonymization of EPR & encryption, Patient Consent, Security implementations. 

Obviously, important issues in protecting EPR sharing’s security and privacy that discovered by 

literature review and case studies are including; establishing common laws, implement proper 

access control, anonymization of EPR, providing patient consent, implement security essentials.  

 

 

R Q.3: “Existing solutions implemented to protecting EPR privacy and data security?” 

 

According to Kierkegaard,P., (2012) unauthorized users must be prevented by a role 

management (giving the proper access rights to users). Furthermore, Murano Aniello (2009) 

suggested that due to the sensitivity of EPRs, it is important to provide high level security by 

“strict and secure access control policies”, “data encryption”, “firewalls”, “secure channels 

(HTTPS)”, and as it is stated by Rochaa Artur, et al, (2011), healthcare provider should mitigate 

the potential risks to EPRs before sharing among healthcare services and implement privacy and 

security protections from very early stages of EPR system. Cases mentioned that they 

implemented high level security implementations to checking breaches in the EPR system with 

regarding to patient’s privacy (privacy by design), But, they have problem in the Generification, 

because they need to establish common standards and regulations.  

As discovered by literature review chapter, In the 2010 e-Health Initiative survey of HIEs, to 

have the effective sharing of patients records, It needs to implement “a national regulatory 

guidance” and “harmonization of privacy and security regulations” (eHealth Initiative, 2010). 

Therefore, cases can implement EPR system that works everywhere with unified privacy/security 

regulations and standards. According to studies of Garson, K., Adams, C., (2008) policy based 
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encryption is a quite useful method to providing encryption and access control in health care 

environment. Cases use hash functions, cryptography, and access control mechanism solutions to 

manage accesses and roles in the EPR system besides considering privacy from very beginning 

phases of design. In addition, Cases recommended to empowering patients and applying patient 

centric EPR model but it may threaten EPR security and privacy. 

Clearly as discovered by literature review and case studies, by implementing proper access 

control and role management, establishing high-level security, applying privacy by design 

method, harmonizing and establishing unified privacy and security regulation, and data 

anonymization can  provide EPR sharing privacy and data security. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

 

In summary, this chapter illustrated data analysis of Empirical setting and Literature review 

chapters through research sub-questions. As carried out during this chapter, the most obvious 

challenge confronting EPR sharing’s security and privacy protection is establishing proper and 

unified laws. As discovered by case studies, regardless of implementing high-level security 

essentials in the EPR systems, there are challenges in sharing EPR across different locations. 

Establishing common security and privacy laws have been discovered as one challenge, and 

important issue in protecting EPR sharing’s privacy and security in literature review and case 

studies.  In the following chapter, I will illustrate the main results and achievements with the aid 

of the analysis in this chapter to answer the main research question.  
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Chapter VI 

6. Achievements and Further Research 

 

In this chapter, I reviewed the achievements and finding of this master thesis based on research 

sub-questions and research question that formed the literature review themes with aid of the 

Analysis chapter results. Therefore, a crucial evaluation of the research process is demonstrated. 

This chapter ends with recommendations for further research in the area of EPR security and 

privacy.  

 

 

6.1 Research Summary and Findings  

 

Healthcare industry is one of the significant and cost effective sectors in any location. With 

sharing EPR can improve the efficiency, quality and accessibility of care with cost of care 

reduction and accessibility enhancement. Nonetheless, it poses new security and privacy risks to 

EPR system due to the loss of control.   As a short explanation, Privacy and security of EPR is 

about protection of patent’s records from being exposed to unauthorized accesses.  

This thesis provided an in-depth research in the area of “How to protect Patient Records’ privacy 

and security in Electronic Patient Record systems sharing?”  as main research question To 

present important issues in protecting electronic patient records privacy and data security when 

they are being shared among different healthcare systems as research objective.  

As it is described by analysis chapter, based on research sub-questions, to protect EPR sharing’s 

privacy and data security, it’s needed to investigate the existing challenges confronting with EPR 

sharing’s security and privacy and learn how to deal with them, and consider the important issues 

in protecting EPR sharing’s privacy and data security. Consequently, the results are as following;  

  

 

o The challenges confronting with sharing Electronic Patient Record between different 

systems and locations  
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Different kinds of storing information in the EPR system by different associations will be lead to 

duplication and potential for errors. Moreover, there are many variations in providing privacy 

and data protection of sharing EPRs between healthcare providers owing to the incomplete 

standards and formats for the provision of healthcare. Therefore, e-Health systems (also EPR 

systems as one part) must provide security and privacy of patients’ records in data sharing. 

 

o Important issues that help to provide privacy and data security of EPR when sharing data 

between different electronic patient record systems 

Health information should be centralized in one place and all of the healthcare entities should 

implement the common security standards to enable the integration of data in EPR sharing. 

Therefore, In order to achieve the integration of healthcare services, ICT and related 

requirements are necessary to be in place specially access control mechanisms such as privacy 

based access control that means to clarify privacy requirements for patient records and proper 

privacy policies. In addition, patients have to be informed about EPR regulations by special 

agreements and accept disclosure terms in registration process and before any EPR sharing, in 

light of providing patient consent. Anonymization of patient’s records in EPR sharing has been 

discovered as one priority in providing patient’s privacy through this study.  

 

o Existing solutions, which have been implemented to protecting patient privacy and data 

security 

Unauthorized users must be prevented by proper role management and proper access controls. In 

addition, Due to the sensitivity of EPRs, it is important to provide high-level security and 

implement privacy and security protections from very early stages of EPR system design. 

Establishing common regulations and standards is one priority to sharing and exchanging EPR 

systems.  

 

The below table shows the research summary of literature review and case studies analysis;  
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Main Research 

Question 

Literature Review  

 

 

 

 

“How to protect 

Patient Records’ 

privacy and security 

in Electronic Patient 

Record systems 

sharing?” 

Theme 1: Challenges Theme 2: Issues Theme 3: Solutions 

EPR storing 

management 

Common security and 

privacy standards 

Role Management 

Development of Privacy 

and security policies 

Legal and Ethical issues Data security breach 

Notification 

 

Coordination of 

international Healthcare 

Standards 

Proper Access Control 

 

Privacy Breach Log 

 

Centralized or 

Decentralized 

Healthcare 

Anonymization of EPR Generification 

Lack of Public Trust Patient Consent High-level security 

(security protocol) 

Unauthorized access to 

EPR 

Strong Authentication 

Mechanism 

Privacy by Design 

Providing Patient 

Consent 

Data Controller and 

Data processor 

Access Control 

Mechanisms 

Transferring EPR to the 

Cloud 

Security Review plan 

Privacy and Security 

Regulations 

Cryptography 

Mechanism 

 Case Studies 

Different data inputs Common laws Role management 

Legal issues Proper access control & 

role management 

Data annonymization 

National legislation Annonymization of EPR 

& encryption 

High-level security 

Patient Consent Privacy by design 

Security 

implementations 

Access control 

mechanism 

Privacy/security 

regulation 

Cryptography 

Table 14 Research Summary 
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6.2 Key Findings 

 
With analysis of literature review and empirical setting chapters (Analysis Chapter), thesis 

represents results as a list of security and privacy challenges, issues and solutions in protection of 

EPR to answer the main research question as following (figure no.6)’ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 Emerged Research Outcomes  
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“How to protect patient’s records privacy and security in EPR security sharing?” 

As it is highlighted in the emerged research outcome figure number 8, Whenever any enterprise 

adopts EPR sharing, Laws and policies is one important issue to protect EPR security and 

privacy. As argued by Milenkovi D, et al., (2012) to enable the integration of data should 

implement common security standards and laws. On the other hand, there are challenges 

confronting with establishing common laws and policies. According to Rochaa Artur, et al, 

(2011) there are variations in providing privacy and data protection of sharing EPRs between 

healthcare providers.  To clarify, cases implemented privacy and security regulations to protect 

EPR but as they mentioned in data collection process, they needed a coordination of regulations 

and even standards to share EPR with other EPR systems and locations securely. As discussed in 

the 2010th of e-Health Initiative survey of HIE, to have the effective sharing of patients records, 

it needs to implement “a national regulatory guidance” and “harmonization of privacy and 

security regulations” (eHealth Initiative, 2010). Therefore, common laws as one important issue 

to protect EPR security and privacy need to be established and considered as a high priority plan. 

Clearly, EPR privacy and data security is not a new topic as discovered by this research. 

Admittedly, the new findings of this research by investigating of real business and literature 

review elaborated that; However, there have been studies in establishing proper laws and 

regulations in the implementation of EPR systems, but they haven’t been applied to the EPR 

system. Therefore, these were not sufficient in providing business’s real needs in the EPR 

sharing field. In sharing EPR systems, case studies mentioned that they need common and 

applicable laws between different systems which there is not in reality, Therefore, they prefer to 

not sharing their EPR with other EPR systems.  

 

6.3 Future Research  

 

This study included important issues of protecting EPR sharing’s security and privacy. Based on 

the study findings, there are two areas that can be further explored. First extension is about 

establishing common regulatory and frameworks between healthcare systems in different 

locations that make EPR sharing easy and secure. Another aspect is about empowering patients 

to access their Electronic Records in any location. Both of these two extensions require high-

level security implementations and accurate management plans. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

 
In this chapter I demonstrated summary and key findings of this master thesis with the aid of 

analysis chapter results. Accordingly, in order to answer the main research question, an emerged 

figure showed that the most important issue in protection of EPR sharing’s security and privacy 

is cooperation of different security and privacy laws. On the other hand, this important issue 

showed a big challenge confronting with EPR sharing’s security and privacy. In the following 

chapter, I will discuss research limitations, significance and contribution of this research.  
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Chapter VII 

7. Discussion, Implications and Contribution 
 

 

In this chapter, I will illustrate the research discussion, implications and contribution in respect to 

the results of the previous chapter (Achievements and Further Research). This chapter ends with 

clarifying the significance of the research for practitioners and readers. 

 

7.1 Discussion of Key Findings in Relation to Research Question and Research Sub-

questions 

 

This master thesis aimed at outlining important issues in protection of EPR sharing’s security 

and privacy. In this day and age, EPR systems are moving towards accepted and effective 

methods to store and analyze patient’s records. There is no doubt that EPR is a vast and crucial 

area in e-Health field. In the other side, as mentioned by problem description, by sharing EPR 

across different systems and locations, security and privacy challenges will be arisen due to lose 

of control. Key findings in this research highlighted that, there is an intensive requirement to 

unify the laws and regulations alongside the high-level security implementations between 

different EPR systems.  

In this master thesis I collected data from 2 cases, Iran and Sweden, by interviews. The empirical 

setting done based on research methodology and literature review provided the bases of research 

to project the key findings. As research methodology, this thesis is a qualitative research that 

aimed at exploring the case studies EPR systems. Therefore, method choices for data collection 

and analysis (methodology chapter) could well assisted me in answering the main research 

question. To clarify, I collected interviews and data from both cases in tables and did cross-case 

analysis to discover the similarities and differences.  

My master thesis demonstrated that regardless of current challenges confronting with EPR 

sharing including; Different data inputs to EPR system, Laws and policies, and National 

legislations, there are practical solutions and recommendations investigated through literature 

review and case studies including; Proper access control and Role management, High-level 
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security, Privacy by design, Common Privacy/security regulation, Data anonymization and 

cryptography (key findings).  

According to Rochaa Artur, et al, (2011), different kinds of storing data by different associations 

in EPR systems lead to duplication and potential of errors. This finding is the same as one 

significant issue that discovered through cases. In addition, in another work done by David C., et 

al., (2002) “developing a clear, enforceable and comprehensive privacy policy” is one of the big 

challenges in health industry, which is the same as case studies’ challenge. On the other side, 

cases didn’t have problems in designing the centralized EPR as national plans or providing 

patient’s consents.  

As presented by Ruotsalainen P., (2010) there is needed to implement Data Controller and Data 

Processor. Data controller sets the policies and roles for data processor to be followed. But as 

discovered through cases, all of the monitoring and controls over EPR are done inside the EPR 

system. That is to say, proper roles are defined by top managers and the security essentials are 

implemented to control EPR accesses. Therefore, other issues that are mentioned through 

literature review are admitted in the data collection specially cooperation of law and policies. 

On the other hand, Generification notion suggested by Pollock Neil and Williams R., (2009) “the 

supplier strategy of taking a technology that has worked in one place and attempting to make it 

works elsewhere and in principle, everywhere” discovered as a big challenge confronting cases. 

Therefore, Cases mentioned that they need common laws in this area.  EPR sharing make 

patient’s records accessible in any location and among different EPR systems. As a result of 

different accesses to EPR, with different EPR systems’ roles, different data entries and 

heterogeneity of security and privacy laws will threaten security and privacy of EPR. To prevent 

from EPR privacy and security problems, healthcare providers have to design high-level security 

essentials and bring up privacy from very beginning phases of EPR design. As discussed through 

literature review and case studies, anonymization and cryptography can help to protect patient’s 

privacy.  

In summary, to answering the main research question, significant issues to protect EPR security 

and privacy when sharing among different healthcare systems are concluded as; common laws 

and regulations, proper access control and role management, anonymization of EPR and 

encryption, patient consent, and security implementations. To shed light on the argument, with 

discovering literature review and case studies to illustrate the research key findings, common 
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security and privacy laws demonstrated a significant priority in protection of EPR sharing’s 

security and privacy by repetition in all the three stages of challenges, solutions and issues (key 

findings).  

Obviously, previous studies are so scattered in this area, therefore, this thesis aimed at 

aggregating and combining the previous studies in EPR sharing’s privacy and data security field 

with investigation and data collection from 2 case studies of nations Iran and Sweden.  

 

 

7.2 Research Limitations 
 

 

The area that is chosen for the study is vast and extensive, therefore; investigating of all the 

aspects of EPR is not possible due to the time limitation and huge existing researches. The 

research limited to the privacy and data security of EPR with interviews and data collection from 

High-level managers and IT managers that are working directly to the EPR systems. The sizes of 

systems are large but at least one expert selected from each unit of study. Moreover, I was 

incapable to have unlimited access to case studies’ documents in data collection. That is to say, 

as EPR systems are national and critical projects in any location, therefore, it was not possible to 

have access to all the details about EPR systems and their security and privacy implementations. 

However, thanks to case studies which made precious efforts to help me in discovering their EPR 

systems’ features. 

 

7.3 Implications and Suitability of chosen methods  
 

 

My findings from the analysis responded to the thesis research question and sub-questions and 

helped me to achieve its goals which are to identify existing challenges confronting with EPR 

sharing, implemented solutions to protect EPR and important issues in protection of EPR that 

consequently articulate an explicit assessment to outline important issues to protect EPR 

sharing’s privacy and data security. These findings have significant implications for assessing 

and constructing EPR privacy and data security, particularly for EPR systems sharing purposes. 

These findings are proposed with an in-depth literature review and case studies investigation 
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process that could be practical in any EPR and e-Health system for private or public 

organizations. There is no limitation of specific location or kind of system in the results of this 

research. Readers new to this context understandably question the scholarly value of this work. 

Clearly, interested readers could increase their knowledge about previous studies in this area and 

other cases’ findings as a well-integrated research. I was motivated by a belief that his study 

might offer worthwhile knowledge at least in identifying topics for further consideration, action, 

or research.      

“Would other method choices have given more rewarding answer and results?”  

Research methodology in this master thesis was qualitative and data collection done based on 

structured interviews. However, data analysis for qualitative data in EPR field was complex, 

owing to the different EPR systems’ security features and security standards.  

Investigating EPR systems’ privacy and security could be accomplished based on only one 

security feature to do an in-depth analysis such as smart authentication, patient empowerment 

security essentials, or in other narrower aspects. However, this study was so successful in 

collecting valuable knowledge through literature review and case studies about EPR systems.  

 

 

7.4 Significance of the research and Contribution to the existing knowledge  
 

 

Based on the previous works done in the EPR field such as Artur Rochaa (2011) and Patrick 

Kierkegaard(2011) that have been described in the literature review chapter, EPR privacy and 

data security is a challenging field nowadays. But, each of these works mentioned their own 

models and recommendations in protection of EPR, and their recommendations are not unified 

and extensive. That is to say, they mostly focused on their EPR systems and its security 

implementations, in the national areas. Therefore, the articles are not extensive about EPR 

sharing challenges, and privacy and security requirements in the EPR sharing field.  

Consequently, In addition to the previous studies (Literature review chapter), my research made 

it possible for readers to learn more about EPR security and privacy aspects and how can protect 

EPR in sharing with other EPR systems in a broader and integrated perspective.  

The key findings and results of this master thesis provided a valuable contribution to the EPR 

sharing field in practice and in theory. This thesis has an in-depth research in the security and 
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privacy area of EPR and how it could be provided in EPR sharing environment. Therefore, it is a 

good source for searching through applied solutions among previous works in EPR field and the 

important security and privacy issues in respect to EPR protection which has not been done 

before. The reviewed works are either so technically or exclusive. This thesis presented 

investigations of 2 case studies of 2 nations’ EPR systems, Iran and Sweden. Case studies has 

been selected from one European and one Asian country that demonstrated interesting 

evaluations in the analysis chapter and interpretation of analyzed data are in the Achievement 

and Further Research chapter. Notably, this research attempted to review the published articles 

based on a systematic searching method and aggregate them to prepare a basis for data collection 

and interviews.  

Thesis minimizes the research gap in the area of EPR sharing’ security and privacy, by 

aggregating the scattered previous studies and investigation of 2 case studies’ EPR systems to 

discover the business real needs in order to highlight the privacy and security issues.  

In summary, by concluding the analysis of empirical setting and literature review, thesis presents 

useful issues in protection of EPR security and privacy.  

This thesis could be contributed to the following areas;   

1. Investigation of challenges confronting with implementation of EPR sharing’s security 

and privacy  

2. Development of security and privacy features of EPR systems in providing security and 

privacy of patient’s records 
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Chapter VIII 
 

8 Index 
 

8.1 Research Questionnaire  
 

The questionnaire of the research interview is attached to the index as follows: 

Name: 

Occupation in Company: 

Type of System: 

Contact information (email, Phone): 

Date: 

 

How to guarantee patient records’ privacy and security? 

This research question can be further divided into below sub questions; 

 

1 What are the challenges of sharing e-patient’s records?(or integrating different e-

Healthcare systems) 

2 What challenges are there to privacy and data security when sharing data between 

different e-health systems? 

3 What existing solutions or mechanisms are there available for protecting patient privacy 

and data security? What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

4 How you can support patient’s consent in your system? 

 

There are 20 questions consisting of 8 non-technical and 12 technical questions. Please answer 

each question as a descriptive answer. 

 

 non- Technical Questions 

1. Which advantages you will offer to patients by your e-Healthcare system? 

……………………………….. 

2. What are the foremost challenges you have experienced in integrating/sharing e-
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Healthcare systems?  

……………………………….. 

3. Explain the decision you have made to resolve this issue (in Q.2). 

……………………………….. 

4. How do you ensure patients of their security and privacy to trust your EPR systems? 

……………………………….. 

5. How do you manage the access to electronic Patient records for different roles in EPR 

system? ( Authentication mechanisms as; Smart Card, SSN, etc) 

……………………………….. 

6. Which kind of policy do you have to protect patient’s security in your EPR system? 

(How do you manage to protect patient’s security?) 

……………………………….. 

7. Have you contacted to any Trusted Third party to store a backup of patient's records? 

Explain the reason. 

Yes                       No   

……………………………….. 

8. How did you provide patient Consents in your existing system? (to have access to their 

data) 

……………………………….. 

 

 Technical Questions 

1. In your EPR System, Which problem have you experienced in sharing electronic Patient 

Records? Explain the solution you’ve made for this problem. 

……………………………….. 

2. What kinds of Security and Privacy issues have your system experienced in sharing 

electronic Patient Records? Explain the solution you’ve made for this problem. 

……………………………….. 

3. What are the most important features of security mechanisms in your system that patients 

can trust to share their data with e-HealthCare provider? 

……………………………….. 

4. In your system, are you storing log files in organization's Data Base or a Third party Data 
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Base? (explain the reason) 

……………………………….. 

5. Which security standard in your system is being used in transferring and sharing patient 

records? 

……………………………….. 

6. Which encryption mechanism do you recommend for patient records encryption in your 

system? 

……………………………….. 

7. How do you ensure patient privacy by this encryption method? 

……………………………….. 

8. In your system, which security protocol is being used in data sharing between patient and 

healthcare provider? 

……………………………….. 

9. Are you using cloud based security structure in your system? (Please explain the reason) 

Yes                          No   

……………………………….. 

10. Is your EPR system centralized or decentralized? And why did you choose this structure? 

Centralized                          Decentralized   

……………………………….. 

11. How do you implement role management in your system? (Data can be used by whom) 

……………………………….. 

12. How do you implement consent management in your system? (Data can be used by 

whom, when, where) 

……………………………….. 

If you have any suggestions to improve this questionnaire or comments please write below, 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

8.2 Literature Review Search  
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Googlesch
olar 

Key Words Sort by Date Numbers 

1 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

Completely 678 

2 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

2000-2010 587 

3 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

2010-2012 160 

4 "electronic patient record" Completely 13,800 
5 “electronic patient record” 2010-2012 3,600 
6 “electronic patient record” 

"privacy" 
Completely 5,440 

7 “electronic patient record” 
"privacy" 

2010-2012 1,700 

8 “electronic patient record” "data 
security" 

Completely 936 

9 “electronic patient record” "data 
security" 

2010-2012 205 

10 “personal health information” Completely 9,720 
11 “personal health information” 2010-2012 3,300 
12 "electronic patient records" Completely 10,900 
13 "electronic patient records" 2010-2012 3,170 

   54196 

 
 

ACM Key Words Sort by 
Date 

papers 

1 "electronic patient record" 2000-2010 155 
2 "electronic patient record" 2010-2012 60 
3 "privacy" 2000-2010 14,581 
4 "privacy" 2010-2012 7,449 
5 "data security" 2000-2010 960 
6 "data security" 2010-2012 533 
7 "electronic patient record" "privacy" 

"data security" 
2000-2010 2 

8 electronic patient record "privacy" 
"data security" 

2010-2012 1 

9 "electronic patient record" "privacy" 2000-2010 76 
10 "electronic patient record" "privacy" 2010-2012 26 
11 "electronic patient record" "data 

security" 
2000-2010 5 

12 "electronic patient record" "data 
security" 

2010-2012 1 

13 "privacy" "data security" 2000-2010 574 
14 "privacy" "data security" 2010-2012 364 
15 "electronic patient record" 

"electronic health" 
2000-2010 26 
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16 "electronic patient record" 
"electronic health" 

2010-2012 27 

17 "personal health information" 2000-2010 92 
18 "personal health information" 2010-2012 71 

   25003 

 
 

IEEE security and 
privacy 

(computer.org) ieee 
computer society 

Key Words Sort by 
Date 

papers 

1 “electronic patient 
record” 

2000-2010 297 

2 “electronic patient 
record” 

2010-2012 69 

3 "privacy" 2000-2010 19,567 
4 "privacy" 2010-2012 7,061 
5 "data security" 2000-2010 2,676 
6 "data security" 2010-2012 7,061 
7 "electronic patient 

record" "privacy" "data 
security" 

2000-2010 21,204 

8 electronic patient record 
"privacy" "data security" 

2010-2012 7,578 

9 "electronic patient 
record" "privacy" 

2000-2010 19,758 

10 "electronic patient 
record" "privacy" 

2010-2012 7,099 

11 "electronic patient 
record" "data security" 

2000-2010 2,940 

12 "electronic patient 
record" "data security" 

2010-2012 1,121 

13 "privacy" "data security" 2000-2010 21,019 
14 "privacy" "data security" 2010-2012 7,540 
15 "electronic patient 

record" "electronic 
health" 

2000-2010 742 

16 "electronic patient 
record" "electronic 
health" 

2010-2012 321 

17 "personal health 
information" 

2000-2010 125 

18 "personal health 
information" 

2010-2012 42 

   126220 
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IEEExplore Key Words Sort by 
Date 

papers 

1 "electronic patient record" 2000-2010 56 

2 electronic patient record 2010-2012 14 
3 "privacy" 2000-2010 1,077 
4 "privacy" 2010-2012 3,561 
5 "data security" 2000-2010 1,884 
6 "data security" 2010-2012 376 
7 "electronic patient record" 

"privacy" "data security" 
2000-2010 4 

8 electronic patient record 
"privacy" "data security" 

2010-2012 0 

9 "electronic patient record" 
"privacy" 

1999-2010 5 

10 "electronic patient record" 
"privacy" 

2010-2012 9 

11 "electronic patient record" 
"data security" 

1999-2010 7 

12 "electronic patient record" 
"data security" 

2010-2012 0 

13 "privacy" "data security" 2000-2010 84 
14 "privacy" "data security" 2010-2012 211 
15 "electronic patient record" 

"electronic health" 
2000-2010 11 

16 "electronic patient record" 
"electronic health" 

2010-2012 4 

17 "personal health information" 2000-2010 28 
18 "personal health information" 2010-2012 21 

   7352 

 
 

Springer Key Words Sort by Date Papers 

1 "electronic patient record" 2000-2010 297 

2 "electronic patient record" 2010-2012 222 
3 "privacy" 2000-2010 10,936 
4 "privacy" 2010-2012 6,934 
5 "data security" 2000-2010 580 
6 "data security" 2010-2012 494 
7 "electronic patient record" 

"privacy" "data security" 
2000-2010 10 

8 electronic patient record 
"privacy" "data security" 

2010-2012 24 

9 "electronic patient record" 2000-2010 44 
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"privacy" 
10 "electronic patient record" 

"privacy" 
2010-2012 45 

11 "electronic patient record" 
"data security" 

2000-2010 18 

12 "electronic patient record" 
"data security" 

2010-2012 15 

13 "privacy" "data security" 2000-2010 274 
14 "privacy" "data security" 2010-2012 254 
15 "electronic patient record" 

"electronic health" 
2000-2010 63 

16 "electronic patient record" 
"electronic health" 

2010-2012 61 

17 "personal health information" 2000-2010 9 
18 "personal health information" 2010-2012  

    20271 

 
 

Elsevier Key Words Sort by 
Date 

Papers 

1 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

Completely 56 

2 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

2000-2010  

3 "electronic patient record" 
"Privacy" "data security" 

2010-2012  

4 "electronic patient record" Completely  
5 “electronic patient record” 2010-2012  
6 “electronic patient record” 

"privacy" 
Completely 56 

7 “electronic patient record” 
"privacy" 

2010-2012  

8 “electronic patient record” "data 
security" 

Completely  

9 “electronic patient record” "data 
security" 

2010-2012 91 

10 “personal health information” Completely  
11 “personal health information” 2010-2012  
12 "electronic patient records" Completely  
13 "electronic patient records" 2010-2012  
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8.3 Empirical Settings Data 
 

Part 1) Sweden: 

Below, there are tables consisting answers to interviews from experts in Sweden; 

Interview no.1/ Sweden 

Occupation in the company: CEO 

Type of system: EPR system – Health solutions 

 

1. I am the Owner of Company with the responsibility of inherence of health solutions in the 

Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and some other Northern countries.  

2. We are working within owned developed platform called real-q, that stands on Microsoft 

programming, SQL databases with .Net framework 

3. We have combined different activities flows regarding patients to follow patients through specific 

protocols based. E.g. for each HIV patient we will follow up and have our own software and 

application. 

4. Our system allows visualizing patient records over a long period of time. Get the overview of 

both treatments and diseases in a period of time. There are certain activities, surgeries and get 

some measures of how a patient has problems.  The important thing is that, we use the system that 

we can share and discuss about, can print for doctors or patient to be understandable and easy to 

save. So just Doctors can have this access not patients. 

5. Now, the biggest challenge is to organize the data in the system. Medical systems are free text to 

write and cannot use this system for statistics and getting some useful outcomes. We use lab and 

structural data, for lab data we can extract data from it. So we can share data from this lab data. 

There are some critical data that are putting by hand and it would bring some problems within 

different systems. There is a medical decision support system that is being used with Doctors. 

There is a national registry that we use to collect clinical data to decide on specific disease and 

there is some integration to know what happened. We need to know how the data should be 

putted to share the data. There are legal issues; legislation cannot allow sharing individual data 

for patients so we need to annonimyse before sharing it. In national quality registry, there are 

some personal data, personal information. There is some legislation problem in national area.  

6. Which decision they made for these problem? … We have not found any solution to share data 

between different systems.  Because we are not allowed to do that. Transporting data between 

different systems, when we export the data in national repository we will anonomyze the data.  
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We have double authentication. When we transfer individual data from patient’s home, such as 

answering questionnaire. We will transfer data to a secure system that we cannot share it with 

anyone. So, we can share the data that is annonimyzed. We haven’t been in the need to share the 

data between different systems to share data. We need to inform patients about the sharing data. 

That we are doing in every clinic, there is a system to follow up the patient. We will inform 

patients that we use this system by posting information on the board of the clinic so patient has 

the right to see and have note on that, it’s the decision of patient to be an active part.  

7. There is a national system but can be modified in different clinics. There are monitoring through 

access from clinics. We are working in specific disease areas in medical system. 

8. We have a functionality of sharing data, the feature for consultation, that one doctor can open up 

patient data to discuss with other doctors or patient but the data will be annonimyzed, there is no 

name or social security number on that.  

9. We don’t have any contact with patients so they are a part of the system, all the security matters 

will be provided by medical system. We have an agreement, person bevis, we have an agreement 

between different land, and counsels, and it shows that how we should use personal data in our 

system.  

10. There is no chance to see patients’ data with others, that is to say, seeing the data is from the 

network, we log in to the system and all the log files will be stored. For instance, if the doctors 

enter the system all the logs about the accesses and times will be stored and technicians see them. 

Just doctors can see the data from clinics and patients cannot access from home but can send data 

from homes in some situations. There are limitations about how we can share the data and there 

are some of the issues in this matter. There is a national service called world contactor that 

provide patient with some information from their own data that a company in Sweden is working 

on. To sign data in a secure way, and to delivery to healthcare system.     

11. Managing the accesses to the data in the system; access data by smart cards, log in with smart 

cards and there is a registry check. So the system will be check if the person will be authorized, 

the entire user will be defined by their personal number. There is a written policy defined in two 

parts; 1) data protection 2) data use.  

12. There is an application to back-up the data continuously, so we can have backup if the server 

down.  

13. Patient Consents: there is some information for patients to notify them. There is no written 

consent for patients.  To using data in our system one clinic, we can make decision and order 

patient’s data. We can ask patients and record their consent in medical record. There is no written 

statement to sign, they will ask and save it in medical record. To transferring patient data to 
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another part of the country, the medical system should ask and have their consent to transfer the 

data; it’s the same situation for transferring the data. Medical systems cannot transfer patient 

records without their consents to another county or place.  

14. There is a SSL to secure channel. All the data are in our internal Data Base system and will give 

access to different users. We’re using cloud based security Architecture. There is a national server 

for different places that gives secure authentication to users. They can monitor it from different 

places but data wouldn’t be move from its data base, so it’s centralized. 

15. In our system we combine different system to one application, that’s only thing we can do.  

16. The problem is that we cannot share personal data and can anonymous the data to share it with 

others. 

17. With double authentication process, smart card and ID we can attract patients to trust to our 

systems 

18. Secure logging is important for patients but patients cannot change the data directly 

19. The whole network is hosted and there are several vendors that we are providing this. 

20. There is not specific security standard in this system 

 

 

 

 

 

Interview no.2/ Sweden 

Occupation in the company: Project leader 

Type of system: EPR system - NLL (Norrbottens Lans Landsting) 

 

1.  The benefits of EPR are consisting of easy access to patient’s records from patients and doctors. 

EPR makes patient’s records integrated and tracking the EPR would be easier.  

2. All of the logs are based on the security procedures and controlling based on access roles and 

giving the proper access rights to the different users of EPR system. There are smart card and 

specified User name and Passwords to access the EPR system. There is  digital certificates that 

are implementing with one ICT Company. Therefore, accessing to the EPR is based on the user 

roles in the system, which user you are?  

3. There is a separate Data Base to storing EPRs and there is not a Trusted Third party in the 
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healthcare system.  

4. There is not cloud based security architecture and all of the information are storing on the portal. 

5. Our EPR system is based on Centralized Structure.  

6. Consent management is doing through NPO in the EPR system. That’s to say, if patients are not 

satisfied to share their electronic records they must notify from the very beginning in the system. 

Commitments are happening in the first phase of the system and their consent will be given to use 

their data. 

7. Patients don’t have access directly to their electronic record but they can request to get a list of 

their log files to see who had access to their data. The log files implemented to show the access 

rights and show who had access to their data and when, therefore with this feature can clarify who 

had unauthorized access to the EPRs. 

8. Our system is covering the whole Norbotten Land and if there would be any necessity to move 

the data to other lands, therefore, they have to do base on the NPO laws.  

9. The IT implementations in the EPR system are best and there is not much problems in this area. 

But the only challenging area is when the patient blocks some users from seeing and accessing to 

his/her data.  

 

 

 

Interview no.3/ Sweden 

Occupation in the company: Project leader 

Type of system: EPR system – NLL (Norrbottens Lans Landsting) 

 

1. With EPR system, we have an integrated health service, effectiveness and easy access are the 

main benefits 

2. There is one National summary overview system called NPÖ that enable healthcare providers to 

share EPRs with each other.  This system is between 14 municipalities. There is one project 

named epsus that deal with sharing EPRs with outside the country.  

3. NPÖ is based on the catalog that is called HAS. HAS described who you are and which rights do 

you have. Therefore each person in the system has specified legitimacy.  

4. The system is centralized 

5. All of the backups are storing inside the company 

6. All of the log files are storing inside the organization 
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7. Patients cannot have access directly to all the data. The existing challenges are empowering 

patients and give more access, but the security will be in danger. Patients can have access to their 

data and share with other persons, even share on their Facebook. There is no solution for this 

right now, and we cannot do anything for this. This is totally based on the patient. 

8. We don’t produce and store information in cloud because there is private information about 

patients. In future, we will take out information and store in another place. 

9. There are all the security implementations for log ins. There are some smart cards and user 

name/passwords that patients need to have to log in and have access to their data.  

 

Interview no.4/ Sweden 

Occupation in the company: IT manager  

Type of system: EPR system – inera Company 

 

1. With EPR systems, there are many benefits including; saving the cost, easy access, decrease the 

medical process’s errors. With EPR, we can get more information about patient’s disease in the 

system and increase the treatment quality.  

2. There is one NPO law that called National Summery Overview. It integrates different EPRs from 

different systems.  

3. We are using various methods to present information in sharing EPRs that are called 

demographics. There is some information during system as test results; important information 

about allergies, there is time lines that show information about patient.  

4. There is a Role-Based Access Control in controlling accesses to the EPRs. 

5. There is a secure authentication system (single-sign in) 

6. There is a secure communication to transfer EPRs between different systems. There is a strong 

encryption mechanism.  

7. EPRs are encrypting with SHA-1 hash function in communication channel. Now, we use the 

stronger encryption mechanism as SHA-2 (SHA 256bit) that is stronger than SHA-1. 

8. To have a secure communication, there is a SSL/TLS algorithms used.  Digital signature is used 

to secure the EPR over communication channel.  

9. Role management is providing by proper access controls and administration defines the proper 

roles. There are secure and strong authentication mechanisms to provide security and privacy of 

EPRs. 
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Interview no.5/ Sweden 

Occupation in the company: Director and consultant of eHealth projects 

Type of system: E-health systems 

 

1. Implementing EPR systems make saving time and give more time to the personnel to put 

on patient with special demands. 

2. In Sweden there is a law called “patientdatalagen” or “patient data act” for security and 

privacy of EPR.  

3. There are some of the projects in implementing secure authentication for EPRs. 

4. The healthcare provider owns the patient record and can provide patient’s consent.  

5. National project called NPO handle privacy and security of sharing EPRs.  

6. Security mechanisms that can make patient’s confidence to use EPR systems, is a web 

service called Mina Vård  kontakter that use legitimation 

7. Log files of EPRs are stored and accessible with a law in Sweden that is called 

“patientdatalagen”.  

 

 

In the table below, there are recommendations by Patient Data Act that are based on the Security and 

Privacy of patient’s data:  
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Region Norrbotten SECURITY TABLE 

Requirements 

Stated by Law 

The Personal Data Act (1998:204) will protect people against the violation of 

their personal integrity by processing of personal data. The Act is based on and 

implements an EC Directive (95/46/EC) on data protection. 

The Patient Data Act (2008:355) will be applied when processing personal data in 

the care provider's core operation, which means the provision of health and 

medical care for patients, including dental care. Only such personal data as is 

necessary for the purpose for which the processing of personal data is conducted 

may be processed according to the Patient Data Act.  

Other 

Recommendation 

Structures 

The National Board of Health and Welfare Privacy have written the regulation 

SOSFS 2008:14 for “Information management and record keeping for health care 

providers”. National Board of Health and Welfare regulates minimum 

information security in SosFS 2008:14 

 

Healthcare Data 

Considerations 

Only such personal data as is necessary for the purpose for which the processing 

of personal data is conducted may be processed according to the Patient Data Act.  

According to the Patient Data Act, sensitive personal data, as referred to in 

Section 13 of the Personal Data Act, and personal data on legal offences, etc., as 

referred to in Section 21 of the same Act, may not be used as search terms. 

Data Processing 

Minimum Security 

Measures 

Risk assessment: Risk assessment shall be performed for any system processing 

person identifiable health information in order to enlighten threats against 

confidentiality, integrity, availability and quality of the information. Risk 

assessment shall be performed before the system is put into operation and every 

time there has been a change in the system that could affect the information 

security.  

Encryption: All person identifiable health care information that is transferred via 

an external network (external to the organization) shall be encrypted and 

reached/transferred in such a way that user level auditing and logging is possible 
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Security barriers: Systems processing such information shall be protected 

against external networks with appropriate security barriers. 

ID Access 

Specifications 

Authentication, authorization, and access control: All health care 

organizations shall have a system for authentication, authorization, and access 

control. 

Continuous access control: Continuous access control shall be performed in all 

health care organizations to ensure that personal health information is accessible 

only when needed and only by those who are authorized for such access 

Proper Access Rights: User identities shall be assigned in a satisfactory manner 

to ensure that the right person is affiliated with the identity in the system 

Strong Authentication (inside system) : The strength of the authentication shall 

be adequate for the purpose of the system 

Strong Authentication (outside system) : For access to internal systems in an 

organisation from external networks, for instance from a home office, strong 

authentication, e.g. smart cards or code calculators for one time passwords, shall 

be used 

 

Password 

Specifications 

Strong Passwords: In the control system for information security to be 

implemented for the hospitals in the CCN, the password is required to have at 

least 8 characters, of which at least one numeric character and a mix of lower-

case and upper-case letters.  

SITHS-cards: SITHS-cards (health care specific smartcard with certificates) are 

under testing for document signing as well as mail signing/encryption and 

authentication. 

Certification 

Authority 

For internal system CCN has an internal PKI infrastructure. 

 For external systems resource authentication is done with certificates from 

SITHS, Steria or Verisign. 
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Electronic 

Document and 

strong 

authentication 

SITHS-cards are under testing for document signing as well as mail 

signing/encryption and authentication. 

 

 

Region Norrbotten PRIVACY TABLE 

Requirements Stated by 

Law 

There are several laws that regulate the Swedish citizen´s right to privacy.  

The rules of the Personal Data Act apply when the operation is not 

covered by the Patient Data Act. 

Privacy Actors 

Specifications 

Data Controller: Controller of personal Data, a person who alone or 

together with others decides the purpose and means of processing 

personal data. 

Data Assistant: Personal data assistant, a person who processes personal 

data on behalf of the controller of personal data. 

Data Representative: Personal data representative; a natural person, 

appointed by the controller of personal data, who shall independently 

assure that the personal data is processed in a correct and lawful manner. 

Log-in-off Monitoring and 

Emergency Procedure 

User must log out or activate password protected screen savers when a 

computer is left unattended. 

Users shall log off the system when they leave the computer. If not, after 

15 minutes inactivity a password protected screen saver will be activated.  

Emergency procedures for processing of health care information during 

non-planned disruptions in the patient record system are required. 

Minimum Privacy 

Measures  

Data security: Data security is another aspect concerning the duty of 

professional secrecy. 

Personal health care data shall not be stored in computers used outside 

the organization’s network, and should not be stored on outside the 
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journal systems other than as a temporary measure. 

Encryption and 

Decryption 

All person identifiable health information that is transferred via a 

network external to the organization shall be encrypted. The strength of 

the encryption keys shall be in accordance with the recommendations 

from the Data Inspectorate. The current minimum requirement for 

symmetric encryption is equivalent to 128 bits DES (triple DES). 

Data management consent 
Sharing of patient information is, as a rule, only allowed based on 

consent from the patient. There are no formal requirements for this 

consent, but written consent is recommended when documentation of the 

consent is considered important. 

 

 

Part 2) Iran  

Below, there are tables consisting answers to interviews from experts in Iran; 

Interview no.1 

Occupation in the company: Technical and Non-technical experts  

Type of system: EPR system in a Hospital 

 

Research Questions:   

1) EPR sharing problem: The EPR is hospitals are just implemented and there is not planning of 

Integrated EPR systems.  

2) Privacy and security Problems of EPR sharing: To sharing EPRs between different healthcare 

providers, there is needed to implement secure healthcare systems. There is a high need of proper access 

rights in the EPR systems.  

3) Privacy and security solutions for EPR sharing: There must be the proper implementations for access 

rights and access controls. There is needed to design for different access levels in the organization.  

Nontechnical Questions:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------- 

1. In EPR can easy find a history of patient’s diseases and track their treatment process. 

2. EPRs are not integrated between different healthcare providers. That’s to say, EPR in each 

hospital is as internal Electronic service and there is not communication with other external EPR 

systems in other hospitals.  There is needed to have contract with a Trusted Third Party to 
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implement an integrated EPR between different healthcare providers. 

3. There is not much work done in this field. 

4. Patient’s consents have been given in paper in the registration process in e-Health system. 

5. There are username and passwords for different access rights at organization. There is a full 

access for technical managers.  

6. There is a proper management for access rights. To assure patient’s security, there is a need of 

proper monitoring.   

7. EPRs are storing in organization’s data base.  

8. Patient’s consent is provided by security policies.  

 

Technical Questions:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------- 

 

1. EPRs are sharing with other EPR systems as offline format. There are not proper standards to 

implementing EPR integration.   

2. There is needed to implement the proper access rights and access controls. To prevent from 

unauthorized accesses, there is needed to encrypt EPRs. 

3. If there is a request from high level managers, encryption will be applied on data. All of the 

encrypted data are stored in the internal data base of organization. There are specific 

implementations for access rights and proper access controls.  

4. In internal data base of organization  

5.  EPRs are stored and protected with portal.  

6. With hash functions, EPRs are converting to hash codes to prevent from unauthorized accesses 

7.  There is not a direct access of patient to the EPR system, patients can request to access EPR from 

hospital and Healthcare provider.  

8. No, there is not any cloud based security structure of the system.  

9. There is a centralized EPR system in each Healthcare service.  

10. There are username and passwords for different rules in the EPR system. The only high level of 

access to the system is for technical managers.  

11. This system is just using by healthcare providers and not using with other external systems.  

12. Security and privacy implementations needed to be planned from the very beginning phases of 

design. 
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Interview no.2 

Occupation in the company: Technical and Non-technical experts 

Type of system: Designing  EPR systems in e-Health  

 

Research Questions:   

 1) EPR sharing problem: Problems of EPR sharing are including; secure communication, patient’s 

records are not proper registered in the destination. To integrate EPRs, there is needed to plan for an 

integrated system’s records.  There is not any communication between different EPR systems. Some of 

the systems are not designed to have the capability of being electronic and connected to other online 

systems. In this regard, we have to change the whole structure of the system. To integrate EPR systems, 

there is a need of budget investment but there are some problems in assigning enough investment for 

integrated EPR system.  There are needs of training, awareness enhancement to implement the integrated 

EPR. There is needed to remove the treatment expenses, therefore it wouldn’t affect the health services to 

patients. Otherwise, in the registering the information, maybe the enough information would be recorded 

due to the healthcare provider’s justification.  

 

2) Privacy and security Problems of EPR sharing: There are some of the important requirements in 

providing privacy and data security of EPRS in technical and non-technical aspects. For instance proper 

access rights, privacy definition, policy frameworks and its requirements, secure network and 

communication, external accesses to EPRs. There is needed to planning for Security design and 

implementations, and proper access rights for security/IT managers. Based on security and privacy 

policies, EPRs from the very beginning of designing EPR system needed to be preserved from 

unauthorized accesses.  

 

3) Privacy and security solutions for EPR sharing: To protect privacy and data security for EPRs, 

IT/Security mangers design for Digital Signature. There are planning for national smart card that is using 

Certificate Authority for access control. The proper privacy policies are considered from very beginning 

of EPR system. Access rights are defined for different access levels in organization. Log files are stored 

in organization’s data base to manage the access controls. Access controls are designed for organization’s 

data base. There is a backup of EPRs in organization’s data base.  EPRs are communication between the 

specified destinations and privacy policies are designed. Data base is not centralized.  All of the 

information are not centralized and are decentralized. 
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Nontechnical Questions:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------- 

 

1. There is an easy access to patient’s health information, and take the best solutions. There is a 

capability of easy access and EPR management. Using EPR system, decrease the treatment’s 

mistakes, prevent from treatment duplication, etc.  

2. Different formats of storing EPRs, lack of unified standard in communicating EPRs between 

different systems, secure storage of EPR and unauthorized accesses, no secure communication in 

transferring EPRs, 

3. Implementing Certificate Authorities for healthcare service users and patients, symmetric and 

asymmetric encryption based on privacy policies, defined privacy levels based on different EPRs, 

secure storage of EPRs, implementing encryption mechanisms in storing information 

4. Implementing proper privacy and security policies in EPR systems, secure technical infrastructure 

in EPR system. With offering more benefits in compare to the traditional paper based systems, 

patients prefer using the new EPR system to decrease the previous Healthcare problems. Patient 

doesn’t like to expose their private healthcare information, or feel that those are not important. 

Therefore, all of the trust is based on the patient’s statements and previous information in the 

system.   

5. The proper definition of access rights, strong username and password, digital certificate based on 

national smart card, management of access rights to the system. There are some managerial 

reports from the systems to users with different access rights. With the proper access rights can 

have the secure reports for users, such as accessing to the data with specified IP address, or 

specified department, etc. 

6. All of the EPRs are stored in the internal Data Base of organization 

 

Technical Questions:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------- 

 

1. Online access to data and secure networking.  Designing the infrastructure and implementing the 

EPR, changing the working processes in Healthcare centers, Adopting to the new E-health 

structure, implementing the proper functional policies to designing the EPR systems and online 

records,  lack of awareness in using EPR systems from employees and patients  

2. Security and privacy in accessing to EPR. Implementing the proper security strategies to assure 
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the EPR privacy and security 

3. Implementing secure communication with SSL protocol, PKI infrastructure, asymmetric and 

symmetric encryption, Hash function  

4. No, but the there is a secure support of Data base 

5. Asymmetric and symmetric encryption. Accessing to EPRs are controlling based on the patient’s 

physical placement, such as IP addresses. The VPNs are being used in accessing the portal. There 

is not any direct access to the EPR system from patients. They can access to some of the 

intermediate systems and this information are stored temporarily in these data bases. All of the 

information is controlled via the main data base with secure infrastructure such as Firewalls that 

can be accessed via temporal data base. 

6. Inside the EPR system, there is Encapsulation and tunneling to communicating EPRs. Data are 

transferred based on the encryption mechanisms 

7. Based on the proper access rights, managing the accesses to the EPR, organizing the access roles 

based on patient’s records 

8. Accessing to the EPR is from a unified portal that is planned a as cloud based structure.  Offering 

services in this structure is so limited and accessing EPRs are based on the Digital signatures.  

9. Decentralized. 

10. The access rights are defined based on the different roles in the organization, such as; doctor, 

healthcare centers, healthcare providers, physicians, patients, etc. all of these information are 

implemented from the very beginning phases of system designing. The access roles are defined 

with healthcare providers.  

11. There is enough control from patient on his own data; therefore, he can track the process to 

ensure from his security. In addition, it can help in treatment process, and increasing the patient’s 

satisfaction. 

12. There is needed to implement the proper security and privacy standards and policies in 

cyberspace.  
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8.4 Abbreviations 

 

AES= Advanced Encryption Standard 

ARRA= American Recovery and Reinvestment Act  

CHI= Consolidated Health Informatics  

CCR= Continuity of Care Record  

CCD= Continuity of Care Document  

CRS= Care Record Service  

DES= Data Encryption Standard  

3DES= Triple DES  

EMR= Electronic Medical Record  

EPR= Electronic Patient Record  

EHR = Electronic Health Record  

eHealth= Electronic health 

EDI= Electronic Data Interchange  

EPR= Electronic Patient Record 

EPRS= Electronic Patient Record System 

HITECH= Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health  

HL7= Health Language seven  

HIE= Health Information Exchange  

HIPAA= Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act  

HTTPS= HTTP Secure  

ICT= Information and Communication Technologies  

IHE XDS= IHE Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing  

IDEA= International Data Encryption Algorithm  

KP-ABE= Key-Policy based Attribute Based Encryption  

NCRS= National Care Record Service  

PR= Patient Record 

PCR= Patient-Carried Record  

PHR= Personal Health Record  

RBAC= Role Based Access Control  
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P-RBAC= Privacy aware Role-Based Access Control  

PK= Private Key  

PEP= Privacy Exposure Plan  

RC4= Rivest Cipher 4  

SSL= Secure Socket Layer  

TTP= Trusted Third Party  

TLS= Transport Layer Security  

 

8.5 Terms Used 

 

This section consists of some of the most terms used in the research as following; 

Audit Trails: audit trails are being used to record users’ activities by automatically monitoring 

the data flows. 

Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC): in this access control users will be authorized to access 

to the EPRs based on their attributes that have been stored in the system, for example patient’s 

name, address, phone number, etc. ABAC can be used instead of RBAC due to its simplicity and 

flexibility. 

Data security: Data security means how to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of messages 

that are being transmitted over network. 

Electronic Medical Record (EMR): Electronic record with full interoperability within an 

enterprise (hospital, clinic, practice) 

Electronic Patient Record (EPR): Similar to CPR but not necessarily containing lifetime record 

and not including dental, behavioral, or alternative care; focuses on relevant information. 

Electronic health (eHealth): “E-health is defined as the adoption of e-commerce technologies 

throughout the healthcare industry (Wickramasinghe, N. S., et al. 2005, p. 318)” , or “E-health is 

the application of internet and other related technologies in the healthcare industry to improve 

the access, efficiency, effectiveness and quality of clinical and business processes utilized by 

healthcare organizations, practitioners, patients and customers in an effort to improve the health 

status of patients (Marconi, 2002)”. 

Electronic Health Record (EHR): The document frame for sharing and exchange medical 

information is called Electronic Health Record (EHR). 
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Electronic Health Record System (EHR system): the IT infrastructure that enables sharing 

technically is called EHR system. 

Electronic Patient Record (EPR): “Electronic Patient Record (EPR) is a more localized medical 

record, kept in electronic form. It is usually controlled or owned by a healthcare organization and 

its purpose is similar to the paper based medical record. A legal document and 

collaboration/remind tool.” (Wainer, J., et al., 2006), or 

Electronic Patient Record (EPR): Electronic Patient Record (EPR) means any Patient Record 

that can be available electronically 

EPR Authentication: Patients and healthcare providers have to be legitimate to use the system. 

Therefore, they would be authorized by card, or PIN to enter the system and modify the Records 

that they are allowed to use 

Health Information Exchange (HIE): HIE defined as “… information sharing collaborations 

between disparate health entities. They are expected to improve efficiency and quality of care 

through enhanced information sharing capabilities” 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA): HIPAA is a benchmark 

of information governance in the information security of healthcare industry in US. The HIPAA 

Privacy rule protects all “individually identifiable health information” in any form of data. 

Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH): The HITECH 

portion of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) published some privacy 

requirements for PHI. 

IHI Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing (IHE XDS): IHI Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing 

(IHE XDS) is an integration profile to facilitate registration, distribution and access to e-Health 

patient’ data. 

Network security: Network security means just authorized users can access to the network and 

data and do based on their privileges. 

OpenEHR: OpenEHR (Heard & Beale, 2010) is an open standard which describes management 

of health data exchange in an EHR. 

Patient Centric EPR model: Patients can have full control over their records. That’s to say, they 

can change their data, share or distribute by their private key. They can produce decryption keys 

and distribute to other authorized users. 
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Patient Record (PR): Patient Record (PR) means any information related to patients that have 

been gathered during the care. 

Personal Health Record (PHR): Managed and controlled by the patient; mostly web-based. 

Privacy: “Privacy of electronic patient record system (EPRS) will specify all the rights and the 

regulations of accessing patient records by different entities. In any location, Privacy protection 

legislations need to be based on users and organizations’ rights and roles. So, privacy policies 

needed to be applied in integrating Electronic Patient Record Systems as a first and foremost part 

of the system.” 

Role Based Access Control (RBAC): in this access control users will be authorized to access to 

the EPRs based on their roles in the system. This access control has been criticized by some 

industries due to its inflexibility and difficulty of setting up the initial role structures in the 

system.   

System security: System security means nothing happens to the computer and equipment such as 

malicious codes, etc. 
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